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Finalists chosen in Homecoming Pageant 
photo by Rob Blggerstaff 
Ten finalists were chosen at Tuesday night's Miss Homecoming pageant. The winner will be an- 
nounced at Tigerama. 
by Jan Jordan 
assistant news editor' 
Ten finaiists for the title of 
1983 Miss Homecoming were 
chosen before a packed house in 
Tillman Hall auditorium Tues- 
day night. The pageant was 
sponsored   by   the   Student 
Government. 
The finalists include Laurie 
Whelpley, sponsored by Blue 
Key; Pat Hook, sponsored by 
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Shelia 
Thornton, sponsored by Omega 
Psi Phi; Beth Cousins, sponsored 
by Alpha Tau Omega; and Susan 
Shuttlesworth,   sponsored   by 
Rickover addresses 
needs in education 
by Pam Sheppard 
news editor 
"Changing education is like 
moving a graveyard," accord- 
ing to Admiral H. G. Rickover, 
the father of the nuclear navy, 
and well-known education ad- 
vocate. 
"The graveyard must be 
moved now," Rickover, who 
was a guest of the Strom Thur- 
mond Institute, told some 500 
listeners in Tillman Hall 
auditorium Tuesday afternoon. 
However, before the United 
States educational system can 
be strengthened, five needs 
must be met: "the need for 
strengthening state and local 
high-school requirements; the 
need for schools, colleges, and 
universities to adopt rigorous 
and measurable standards; the 
need to devote more time to 
learning the basics; the need to 
improve preparation of teachers 
and to pay them more; and the 
need for parents, elected of- 
ficials, and educators, to accept 
responsibility for the future of 
our nation—which is to give our 
youth the best education pos- 
sible," the admiral said. 
But, if the system is in order, 
"What   does   it   mean   to   be 
educated?" Rickover asked. 
"It means to have knowledge 
of the world around us, to know 
history, literature, philosophy, 
science," he said. "It means to 
possess skills such as the ability 
to read, to write clearly, to 
calculate; and it means to be 
able to think critically and 
logically." 
Over the centuries, America 
has been ignorant to the needs 
of the educators and the edu- 
cated. The admiral, Who is most 
noted for his contributions in 
the development of nuclear pro- 
pulsion and nuclear power 
plants, said a prime example is 
the ignorance of nuclear power. 
"Educated people are needed 
to develop and work with 
nuclear power," he stressed. 
"But at a time when our youth 
are increasingly found deficient 
in basic subject matters, it is 
not comforting to know that 
our education tax dollars are be- 
ing spent to teach our young 
students about nuclear war." 
In a typical elementary 
school, 25 instructional hours 
are taught, and out of those 25 
hours, only one is spent in the 
sciences and less than four in 
the mathematics. "Our educa- 
see Admiral page 11 
Central Spirit. 
Other finalists are Kim Dooley, 
sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi; 
Lisa McTeer, sponsored by 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Leslie 
Foster, sponsored by Delta Delta 
Delta; Roseanne Hughes, spon- 
sored by Alpha Phi Omega; and 
Shannon Hollowell, sponsored by 
Athletic 
by Pam Sheppard 
new editor 
University President Bill 
Atchley recently made the final 
appointments to the Athletic 
Council, a group charged with in- 
suring accountability of the 
athletic department to the uni- 
versity's administration. 
Colonel Hugh Webb, professor 
of building science; Dr. Herbert 
Brantley, dean of parks, recrea- 
tion, and tourism management; 
and Dr. Stephen Wainscott, 
associate professor of political 
science, have all been appointed 
to serve on the Council through 
June 30, 1985. 
Gail Kiser-Brown, assistant 
professor of nursing, and Dr. 
Samuel G. Turnipseed, professor 
of entomology and economic 
zoology, have both been chosen 
to serve until June 30, 1986. 
Atchley had originally planned 
to announce the final selections 
by Sept. 15. "I finished them by 
the 18th because so much has 
been going on," he said. "Then I 
wanted to give those people 
enough time to respond and to 
accept." 
Beginning June 30th of next 
year, all faculty appointments 
will be set at three years, and the 
selection process will be stag- 
gered. According to Atchley, "I 
American Marketing Association. 
These 10 competed in a stu- 
dent body election Thursday. 
Booths were set up in the library, 
Schilletter, and Harcombe with 
pictures of the finalists. 
The five girls receiving the 
most votes will reign as the 1983 
queen and her court. The out- 
come of the election will be an- 
nounced at Tigerama Friday 
night, and the winners will ride 
on a float at halftime of Satur- 
day's homecoming game. 
"Each recognized organization 
on campus elects one girl for a 
total of 51 contestants," Home- 
coming Pageant Chairperson 
Tammie Davis, said. A $20 entry 
fee is paid by the organization. 
"No profit is made by Student 
Government," Davis said. "The 
$20 entry fee is used to rent 
Tillman auditorium, and to pay 
for flowers for the stage, flowers 
for the finalists, the crown, etc. 
There is also no cost to get in the 
pageant." 
According to Davis, the con- 
testants were interviewed Sun- 
day, Oct. 2. This portion of the 
competition counted 60 percent. 
The pageant itself counted 40 
percent. 
In the pageant, the semi- 
finalists were seen in both casual 
wear and evening gowns. "This 
year, the pageant committee 
decided that the girls should 
speak, so they said their names 
and who sponsored them," Davis 
said. 
The contestants were judged 
on overall appearance, poise, and 
personality. Judges for the com- 
petition were Elouise James of 
Clemson, Karen Eckford, Wilson 
Eidson, and Sherry Poole, all of 
Greenville. 
The judges were chosen by 
Davis and Assistant Dean of 
Student Life Teresa Paschal and 
were approved by the student 
body president's cabinet. "They 
are not affiliated with Clemson 
University in any way and are in 
accordance with the student 
handbook regulations for the 
Homecoming Pageant," Davis 
said. 
Emcees for the pageant were 
Lisa Clark, who is affiliated with 
a television show in Atlanta, and 
Kevin McKee, who is a radio an- 
nouncer in Hendersonville, N.C. 
Both hosted Tigerama last year. 
The audience was entertained 
by the Rally Cats and the 
Women's Glee Club. While 
awaiting the judges' decision, 
Rick Clark, brother of Lisa Clark, 
gave an impromptu performance 
on the piano. 
The 1983 Homecoming Board 
members are Henry Barnette, 
Lisa Deal, Ryan Flanagan, Dona 
Roberts, and Chip Shively. Jay 
West serves as display chairman 
with Davis as pageant chairper- 
son. "Our committee has worked 
very hard on the pageant," Davis 
said. 
•     if intments final 
Bill Atchley 
am making some adjustments in 
the length of terms this year to 
get the Council gradually on a 
three-year, staggered-term 
basis." 
The five vacancies were filled 
after each college nominated two 
professors. 
"Each nominated two, and 
then the names went to Dr. 
Atchley for the final selection," 
said Walter Cox, vice president 
for student affairs. 
The entire Athletic Council 
consists of 21 members, in- 
cluding four more faculty 
members and 12 ex-officio 
members. The other faculty 
members, whose terms expire 
June 30, 1984, are Carolyn 
Briscoe, associate professor of 
education; J.F. Geldard, 
associate professor of chemistry; 
see Council page 10 
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Taiwan: 'ilha formosa - beautiful island' 
By Leeping Choo 
guest writer 
This is the first in a series of ar- 
ticles written by international 
students about their homelands. 
If you are going to Hawaii, be 
sure to spend a little more money 
and fly to Taiwan. The Republic 
of China—you may know it as 
Taiwan—is quite a special place. 
Its charms include some specta- 
cular scenery, a remarkable 
variety of cuisine, and a chance 
to get a fast and easy under- 
standing of Chinese culture 
without all the paperwork it 
takes to visit Mainland China. 
Taiwan is 500 miles northeast 
of Hong Kong and 1300 miles 
southwest of Tokyo. The island 
is 14,000 square miles with a 
population of 16 million. It has a 
subtropical climate with an aver- 
age temperature of about 71 
degrees Fahrenheit, and the peo- 
ple are open, polite, and friendly. 
They are proud of their Chinese 
heritage and eager to share it 
with everyone. 
Unlike the Western New 
Year's Day, which always comes 
on Jan. 1, the Chinese New Year 
is ruled by the lunar calendar and 
is determined by the first new 
moon after Jan. 21. Each year is 
represented by one of the 12 
Chinese zodiac signs. These 
signs, such as the tiger, the rab- 
bit, and the monkey, depict the 
type of year it is going to be. 
This year, 1983, is the year of 
the pig, and the new year began 
on Feb. 13, which was the day of 
the first new moon after Jan. 21. 
For those who like parades, this 
is one of the days for a parade in 
Taiwan. Twice a year, dragons 
dance, lions dance, and floats line 
up, while drums bang and cymbals 
crash amid bursts of firecrackers. 
Everyone marches to celebrate 
the traditional new year. The sec- 
ond parade is Oct. 10, which is 
Chinese Independence Day. It is 
called Double Tea, celebrating 
the collapse of the Manchu 
Empire. 
Eating is really an art in 
Taiwan during these festivities, 
and all the time. Most Chinese 
restaurants in the West serve 
Cantonese food; the other 
regional cuisines from Shanghai, 
Fukien, Szechwan, and Hunan 
are known little outside 
Mainland China and Taiwan. 
Peking duck is deservedly 
famous, as is steamed or boiled 
damplings stuffed with meat, 
deep-fried egg rolls, and manton 
(a kind of bun). Be sure to'try all 
of these once if you get the oppor- 
tunity because they always make 
mouths water. 
In the winter, shuan yangrou is 
often served, popularly known as 
"Mongolian Hotpot." This 
delicious food is made by thinly 
slicing lamb at the table and then 
eating it with spicy sauces and 
lightly cooked vegetables. 
Another tasty part of the meal is 
drinking the leftover broth after 
finishing the main course. This 
Inside 
Singer speaks on group 
Clemson University 
Gospel Choir President 
Gisele Gathings "makes 
sure things go smoothly" 
for the five-year-old group. 
Read about her on page 21. 
Netters in tournament 
The men's tennis team 
finished second at its fall 
tournament last weekend. 
They also won one doubles 
championship during the 
tournament. Sea the story 
on page 23. 
• Events, page 13 
• Opinions, pages 14 and 15 
• Campus Bulletin, page 17 
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Taiwan has 138 hotels with a 
island. 
is a lot of fun if it's done in a large 
group. 
Chinese opera is wonderful as 
far as the musical aspect of the 
island. It is a wonderful world of 
color and action, combining 
music, dancing, costuming, acro- 
batics and nearly every other 
dramatic form. It may be a bit 
bewildering to many westerners 
because the voice seems a lot less 
important than the elaborate 
costumes and the mastery of 
traditional gesture. 
total of 21,819 rooms. This hotel, Taipei is one of the largest on the 
Folk arts, festivals, and paint- 
ings are also a big part of the 
culture, as is acupuncture and 
herb medicine. 
In Taiwan, the day starts early, 
as soon as the sun starts to rise, 
if not sooner. At about 5 a.m., the 
public parking lots and private 
parking lots are crowded with 
people of all ages. Some are 
stretching in the popular exercise 
classes known as tai-chi chuan, 
which is graceful body move- 
ments;   some  are  turning  and 
jumping to "Staying Alive" and 
other western disco tunes; and 
some are jogging. 
Since there are so many 
fascinating parts to Taiwan, 
words cannot do the island 
enough justice; you have to use 
that extra money, lengthen your 
trip to Hawaii, and take a tour. It 
is too charming to be overlooked. 
The eyes of Portuguese sailors 
were bright in the 16th century 
when they proclaimed it "ilha 
formosa—beautiful island." 
GET INTO THE THICK OF IT 
"STUDENT NOTICE" 
FREE DELIVERY 
DELIVERY HOURS   Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-10 p.m. 
5-10 Sun.-Thurs 
5-12 Fri.-Sat Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.     654-9243 
TWO DOLLARS 
OFF!  
With this coupon, get 
two dollars off the 
price of any large 
Mazzio's pizza. 
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983. 
Void with other promotions. 
ONE DOLLAR 
OFF!  
With this coupon, get 
one dollar off the 
Mazzio's pizza. 
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983. 
Void with other promotions. 
LUNCHEON 
SPECIAL | 
Mini Pizza (your 
choice of toppings) or j 
a sandwich plus a        ^, 
salad bar for only 
$2.99    11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Monday-Friday I 
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983. I 
Void with other promotions. 
NACHOS! 
$1.00 OFF! 
Get ONE DOLLAR 
OFF the purchase of a 
platter of Mazzio's 
meat or cheese 
nachos. 
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983. 
Void with other promotions.. 
~50C OFF!  
Get 50 cents off the 
price of a Mazzio's 
submarine or ham 
and cheddar cheese 
sandwich. 
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983. 
Void with other promotions. 
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Police Beat 
Prank phone callers arrested 
by Doug Sheorn 
staff writer 
"This was a fairly quiet week," University In- 
vestigator Mac McCrary said. "We'll expect to see 
an increase in activity closer to the homecoming 
events." 
An Apple computer was the only item reported 
stolen during the during the week. It was taken 
from 224 Riggs Hall Oct. 3. The computer is valued 
at about $1,600 to $1,800. 
"The reported vandalism was down this week," 
McCrary said, "but that doesn't mean that actual 
vandalism was down. It just means that we haven't 
received as many reports. We appreciate the help 
that we have received from the people who have 
been reporting it!" 
McCrary said he was pleased with the progress 
made in the cases of harassing phone calls. Two ar- 
rests were made Oct. 4, and one arrest was made 
Oct. 5. All three were given sentences downgraded 
from harassing phone calls to unlawful use of the 
telephone, and fines were $37 each. 
McCrary   reminded   students   that   obscene, 
harassing, and threatening phone calls are misde- 
meanors, punishable by severe fines and imprison- 
ment of up to 10 years. 
"It's really not very difficult to trace annoyance 
calls," McCrary said. "When someone begins to 
receive annoying phone calls, we give them a log in 
which to keep a record of the calls that they are 
receiving. We also ask them to try to describe the 
voice and the type of phone call it was. 
"After we have a record of how many calls the 
victim is receiving, we take that record to the phone 
company, show it to them and try to convince them 
that a trace is necessary," he said. "If they consent, 
they give the victim a code number. The next time 
that an annoying call is received, the victim simply 
has to hang up and dial in the code number. The 
trace is immediate, and it does not matter how long 
the caller is on the phone." 
Pamphlets on dealing with crank calls entitled 
"It's 3 a.m. and the Phone Rings . . . Again!!" are 
free to the public and available at the University 
Police Station. "We encourage people who are get- 
ting several repetitively harassing phone calls to 
report these calls to us," McCrary said. 
Weekly show gives 
statewide exposure 
by Michael Albaneze 
staff writer 
If one tunes to South Carolina Educational Television, channel 
29, weeknights at 7:30 p.m., he will find a program called "Carolina 
Journal." This half-hour show features a weekly program done by 
Clemson University. The show used to be called "Openline," chang- 
ing its name to Carolina Journal Sept. 5 of this year. 
Field producer of the Clemson program of the Carolina Journal 
is University Radio-Television Editor Dave Crockett. "The show 
gives the university statewide exposure," he said. "It's an opportunity 
to show we have really sharp people at Clemson." 
The program is unrehearsed, and the set is similar to the 
"McNeil-Lehrer Report," also on ETV. "We interconnect one night 
a week, usually Monday night," Crockett said. "The people in the 
Communications Center work very hard. As a result, we have never 
had a serious technical problem on our end of the transmission." The 
show is sent from the Communications Center to Columbia by cable. 
"The folks we have are very interesting," he said. "When we 
open the lines to viewers, we get good callers and good interplay be- 
tween the guests and the state," Crockett said. 
FOCUS ON PMI 
IN YOUR CAREER 
WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS 
OCTOBER 19 
Precision Monolithics, Inc. is a leader in the design, 
manufacture and sale of linear integrated circuits. Over 
the past decade we have positioned ourselves in a niche 
resulting in continued growth in the semiconductor 
marketplace. Now in our second decade, we have 
emerged as a pioneer in precision integrated circuits 
and have introduced many industry firsts. 
We're proud of our people at PMI. Because of their 
dedication, productivity, attention to quality and sense 
of urgency, we have been successful and profitable. Our 
goal is to continue our leadership position as a product 
innovator in linear data acquisition, data conversion, and 
telecommunication integrated circuits. Our projections 
for growth in the future are phenomenal. 
The decisions you make in your career path after 
graduation require an in-depth analysis of what you 
have to offer — and what your prospective employer will 
offer you. The key to a successful business relationship 
is compatibility of talent and resources. 
Located in the hub of high technology on the San 
Francisco Peninsula, PMI's moderate size and open 
environment enhance individual needs, desires, goals 









PMI offers outstanding benefits, competitive salaries and 
a great atmosphere. If your goals include growing with 
an exciting company, see us while we're on campus. Or, 
send your resume or a letter describing your background 
to College Relations, PMI, 1500 Space Park Drive, Santa 





1500 Space Park Drive 
Santa Clara. CA 95050 
408/727-6741 
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Athletic officials address Senate 
by Mark Mongelluzzo 
staff writer 
Joe Turner, executive 
secretary of IPTAY, and R. W. 
Robinson, associate athletic 
director, spoke at Monday's Stu- 
dent Senate meeting. The purpose 
of the meeting was to provide a 
dialogue between our office and 
the student body, according to 
Turner. 
The senators questioned 
Turner and Robinson for 40 
minutes on a range of athletic 
topics. 
One senator asked, "How 
much of a part of the university 
is IPTAY?" "IPTAY and the 
school are synonymous," Turner 
said. "We are not a separate 
charted organization; all funds 
raised by IPTAY are turned over 
to the university at 4:30 every 
afternoon." 
Another senator asked what 
IPTAY does for the student 
body. Turner said, "IPTAY pays 
for the Tiger Band's travel and 
supplies." Robinson said, "We 
put up the lights for the tennis 
courts and have built most of the 
parking lots." 
When asked why IPTAY takes 
away parking places, Turner 
said, "All the parking lots we use 
were built, paid for, and main- 
tained by athletic funds." Turner 
pointed out that "a great eco- 
nomic benefit comes from having 
80,000 people here six times a 
year. It is estimated that each 
fan spends approximately $80 in 
the nine-county Upstate area 
each time he visits Clemson, ex- 
clusive of tickets." 
An off-campus senator asked if 
there are any plans for a parking 
garage. Robinson , said, 
"No, we do have enough parking, 
even though it is a distance from 
the stadium." Turner also said, 
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Executive secretary of IPTAY 
policies to senators. 
feel a parking garage is feasible; 
however, the university doesn't." 
A senator from Clemson House 
asked Turner how many members 
IPTAY has. He said. "About 
19,000 including the 2200 com- 
plimentary one-year memberships 
to every graduate. A random 
sample of IPTAY members 
showed that 84 percent are 
Clemson alumni." 
Chip McElhattan, a senator 
from Thornhill Village asked 
Turner, "What is your position 
on the resolution to have 'Tigers' 
painted on the new upper deck?" 
Turner said there are two reasons 
"Clemson" is preferred. "We are 
trying to promote the university. 
Many schools have tigers: we are 
trying to promote Clemson 
better." 
We are interested in the better- 
ment of the university, he said. 
"The doors of the Jervey 
Athletic Center are open, and we 
invite you to come visit us. We 
want to help solve any questions 
or problems." 
In other Senate business, 
Keith Munson presented a 
resolution to have Student Body 
President David Stalnaker's veto 
photo by Richard Baldwin 
Joe Turner and associate athletic director Bobby Robinson explain 
on permitting the University 
Recording Society to become 
part of the Media Board over- 
turned. Newly-appointed senator 
Steve Hott, who is also president 
of the Recording Society, gave 
his argument on behalf of the 
Recording Society. After debate, 
the veto was upheld. 
Two bills permitting better 
communications between the 
Senate and the student body 
were passed. The first bill involved 
having an open senate meeting. 
The senators would probably 
meet on east campus at least 
once in order to involve more 
students. The other bill would 
allow a summary of the Student 
Senate minutes to be posted in 
all dormitories. 
The first broadcast of "The 
Senate Speaks," a weekly show 
on WSBF, will air on Tuesday 
afternoons at 4:30. 
The Housing Committee chair- 
person Sophia Chatos said soap 
dispensers and towels in dor- 
mitory lavatories are possible if 
funds can be found. 
Scott Mullen of the Traffic and 
Grounds Committee introduced 
a resolution, which allowed for 
signs to be placed on the side of 
the road behind Calhoun Courts. 
This legislation was passed 
unanimously. 
AMERICA'S LEADING MAGICIAN AND ILLUSIONIST 
ANDRE KOLE 
EXPERIENCE THE IMPOSSIBLE 
TILLMAN AUDITORIUM 
MONDAY, OCT. 17, 
& TUESDAY, OCT. 18 
TICKETS: '3.75 in advance 
*4.50 at door 
Take the movies 
to a crowd. 
\bu can throw a movie party that features 
three main attractions for just $10.* Pick 
your fflms from 250 titles including the 
latest hits and the greatest classics. 
Register each week for free movies. 
No purchase necessary 
^ 
THE STAGE DOOR 
MOVIE STORE 
=^= 
Next to Winn-Dixie in Lakeview Plaza Mall 
(654-6567 
VCR RENTALS, TOO! 
• StageDoor Movie Club member price. Non-member rate $15, plus deposit. 
Store Hours: Open 10-6     1(K Thursday & Friday 
CLEMSON OFFICE 
PRODUCTS, INC. 
YOUR OFF-CAMPUS WAY 
TO SAVE MONEY 
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• ENGINEERING/DRAFTING 
SUPPLIES 
• GRUMBACHER ARTIST SUPPLIES 
YOUR COMPLETE SOURCE 
pQD. • Composition Books 
• Ring Binders 
• Report Covers 
• PentelvMechanical Pencils 
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Ten Questions 
Maxwell stresses academic excellence 
By Pam Sheppard 
news editor 
David Maxwell has been provost for the university 
since Aug. 1980. He came to Clemson from Texas A&M 
where he was dean of liberal arts for 10 years. 
—What exactly is your duty as Provost of Clemson 
University? 
I'm the university chief academic officer. That means 
I have to worry about academic programs in the nine col- 
leges. All the deans report to me. Also I have to worry 
about the other agencies that are part of the university 
complex such as the agricultural extension stations, the 
extension services, the regulatory agencies, and things of 
this sort. All those things report to me on a day-to-day 
basis. I am responsible for the academic side of the univer- 
sity. 
—In relating yourself to students, what do you do? 
I don't relate directly to students at all because the 
deans in the departments, and the heads of the faculty do 
that. I do deal with students when their problems can't be 
handled by the vice provost or the departments. In the or- 
dinary course of events, I don't deal wtih students. I deal 
indirectly with students a great deal. I work with the ad- 
missions people on determining admissions qualifications, 
and the numbers that will be coming in, and in terms of 
the curricula they take. I handle promotions of professors 
and tenure and who will be hired and so forth. 
—There are certain majors which are closed out, and 
freshmen coming in can't major in them. Why is that? 
It is not a matter of them being closed out. We have to 
be more selective in some areas because they are crowded. 
What this means is that we raise the qualifications for en- 
try. We don't tell a student that this major only takes 94 
and you can't be the 95 no matter how qualified. We end 
up with the 94; we just raise the qualifications. We have 
had a tremendous internal shift of students who want to 
study certain things. We don't want to be a university 
where students are known basically for their social security 
number, so we try not to let the classes get too large. 
—A lot of students complain about the teaching effec- 
tiveness of professors, for many reasons such as they 
can't understand the professors. What is being done 
about that? 
Typically the result of teacher evaluations are used in 
the determination of salary, and tenure. The professors 
don't have to turn in the evaluations, but they know that 
goes into the decision to promote and to grant tenure. 
Tenuring a professor begins with the peer evaluation in 
the department, and in that peer evaluation they will be 
looking at classroom effectiveness as one of the variables. 
All these evaluations come to me through the dean. 
Tenure varies by the departments, but the university as a 
whole has about 60 to 65 percent tenured. What tenure 
means is that a professor has survived a probationary 
period—typically of six years—the fact that he has been 
awarded tenure means that the university has made a 
long-term commitment to that person and under normal 
circumstances that person can be expected to be 
employed here from now on until he or she retires. It's a 
hundred thousand dollar commitment with each in- 
dividual. Up until that time professors can be released 
fairly easily, but after a person is tenured it becomes a 
very difficult thing to do if we decide not to renew the con- 
tract of a tenured professor. The basic justification for 
tenure is academic freedom. The professor is free in his or 
her efforts to secure knowledge. No one tells them what 
they have to do and what they have to teach and what 
position they have to take on any controversial matter. If 
a professor's contract is not renewed during the proba- 
tionary period, and if he's been here as long as two years, 
he has another year to stay and then he must seek employ- 
ment somewhere else. Tenure gives job security. The 
faculty makes the initial evaluation and the department 
head makes a separate evaluation and the dean has a 
separate evaluation and all that comes to me and I make a 
recommendation to the president. 
—You often talk about academic areas of excellence. Exactly 
what do you mean by that? 
You never have the resources you need to develop all 
areas of-the university evenly. In order to be effective you 
have to concentrate your resources in certain areas with 
the object of building them to national prominence, even 
though it means that other areas will have to suffer. You 
put a lot of your eggs in one basket. We have a committee 
that has been working for its second year on evaluating 
our academic programs. It's outcome will be a major fac- 
tor in the selection of these areas of excellence. When 
these are selected, we will attempt to show favoritism to 
those centers. This university is the university in the 
state whose sole mission is science and technology, so it is 
true this university is going to emphasize agriculture, 
engineering, and the sciences. This is a fact of life. 
Anything we do, we want to be respectable, but we will 
not be making a big push toward, for instance, a Ph.D. 
program in the humanities . . . That doesn't mean we 
won't have good humanities; it doesn't mean we won't 
have a good college of education. 
—What exactly is the Strom Thurmond Institute going to 
include? 
The fine arts auditorium is there, to basically meet the 
needs that we have because we don't have any decent 
place for cultural events. I mean, a symphony in a tin can 
is almost a contradiction in terms. That's the major mean- 
ing behind that portion of the Institute. It will be larger 
than anything we have now. How big it will end up being 
will depend on the budget. 
—Are we doing anything about the inadequacy of our 
library as far as a lack of books is concerned? 
We have a beautiful facility, but we have a humidity 
problem. It was well constructed from the standpoint that 
they were looking way down the road when they built it. 
It has great strength in some areas; in other areas, it is 
lacking. There is an effort to improve it, and there is a 
great deal of money going into it in terms of journals and 
so forth. We had some rough times in the last few years in 
terms of financial support. We have greatly increased our 
financial resources going into the library, and simultane- 
ously the director has been very active in securing outside 
funds to assist and his efforts are very promising. He's 
going to have to continue doing that. We have the best 
alumni in the world, and if we can turn them on to suppor- 
ting the academic side, including the library, to the same 
extent that they support athletics, then we will be a much 
stronger university. We just don't stack up in the number 
of holding that we'd like to, but in the last year or so we 
have greatly increased the financial resources going into 
it. We are getting a notice system into the library, which 
will enable the library to be very automatic. One of these 
days you'll be able to walk up to a terminal, put your stu- 
dent ID number into it, and get all the information you 
need on one subject. It will search out all the books, and 
so forth, the library has on a particular subject. 
—Where does the new chemistry building stand right 
now? 
It's in the process. It has to wind it's way through all 
the paper work in Columbia, but of course Columbia's mis- 
sion is to create paperwork. Then, architects will be 
selected, and they'll get started on it. We will leave 
geology in the old building, but everything else should be 
moving. But, there'll be renovations to Brackett, and that 
will take money and more paperwork. Of course it always 
David Maxwell 
happens. You put out one fire, and you've got about two 
or three more. The social sciences need more room, as does 
the computer science. The rate of growth of the computer 
science and computer engineering is putting a real strain 
on us. What we would like to have is another building to 
house computer science and engineering, in addition to 
the renovation of Brackett. 
—Do you oversee the Bookstore in any way as far as the 
textbooks are concerned? 
It's a service that they provide to us, and if we have 
any difficulties, they come up through here, and I try to 
get them corrected. However, that's an auxilliary service, 
and it falls under Melvin Barnette (vice president for 
business and affairs). If there's a problem, I go to him and 
say, 'Hey, look, we've got a problem in the bookstore.' 
There could be a competitive one, but, even though they 
don't make much profit now, they would lose money 
because, the other bookstore may sell the mass quantities 
of books. However,'they don't make their money in books; 
they make their money in all that orange Clemson 
material—shirts, stickers, and posters. 
—On a scale of 1 to 10, where does Clemson University fit 
in academically? 
It's much easier to talk about Clemson in terms of its 
components. The College of Architecture is probably the 
best-known college in terms of its reputation with other 
colleges of Architecture. Our other colleges are good col- 
leges, and we certainly don't have anything to complain 
about; but some of these are not ranked as high 
academically as Architecture. I would say that maybe 
within colleges, certain components are much more known 
than others. For example, our history department is an ex- 
cellent department. It has some very productive scholars. 
In terms of undergraduate education, the university is 
outstanding. There aren't many universities where you 
can get as solid an undergraduate education as you can 
get at Clemson University. I will include there the non- 
academic aspects to an undergraduate education, as well 
as the academic. I think you can come here in any area and 
get a good solid education. I would say we're not as strong 
at the graduate level, but we have a lot of room to improve 
in the strength and quality of it. However, at the under- 
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Tigerama offers skits, fireworks, and more 
" _ .   „ -.   „ . ..    ",       ._.*.     i„_i.     -i *.        „,-llo or*A   AnHorann   Tahles have       stadium   tO    gO   UP   Wil 
by William F. Stephens 
staff writer 
The annual Tigerama will be 
held Friday night in Death 
Valley. The gates open at 6 p.m., 
and there will be a pep rally at 7 
with the Tiger Band and the 
cheerleaders, according to Trip 
Renfro, Tigerama director. The 
skits start at 7:30. 
This year's theme is 
"Clemson's Real-Life Reruns." 
Skits will be performed by six 
campus organizations chosen 
three weeks ago. Each skit will 
be modeled after a popular televi- 
sion sit-com. The entries are: 
Alpha Tau Omega's "Death 
Valley Days;" Sigma Nu's "Dan- 
nigan's Island;" Kappa Sigma's 
"Batman;"   Chi   Omega's   "I 
Forum held 
by Jan Jordan 
assistant news editor 
Student Government will spon- 
sor this year's second mini-forum 
Wednesday's Oct. 12. The pur- 
pose is "to let the students know 
what services Student Govern- 
ment provides and to answer any 
questions about any part of the 
university," Student Forums 
Chairperson Jill Crawford said. 
The mini-forum, which will be 
held in front of Schilletter Dining 
Hall between 12 p.m. and 2 p.m., 
will promote the Ombudsman 
and his staff, according to 
Crawford. This group is also 
known as the Student Services 
Information Staff. 
The members of the staff are 
Robert Clement, Lynn Earle, Jo 
Ann Wakin, and Ombudsman 
Kevin Landmesser. These 
students, who listen to student 
grievances, will be part of the 
mini-forum's panel. 
Sammy Clemons, student 
chairman of public relations and 
communications, will also be on 
the Student Information Forum 
panel. "I will probably be 
moderator again this time," 
Crawford said. 
The first mini-forum of this 
year was held in the loggia on 
Sept. 21. "We wanted to have the 
upcoming forum on East campus 
so we could involve more 
students," she said. 
According to Landmesser, the 
mini-forum will be a question- 
and-answer session. "It is a 
chance for us to let students see 
that Student Government is in- 
terested," he said, "and for us to 
get some input and give some 
output." 
No definite dates have been set 
for future forums, but Crawford 
said Student Government would 
like to sponsor more this 
semester. "We'd like to have 
them periodically throughout the 
year," she said. 
Dream of Tigerini;" Pi Kappa 
Alpha's "The Dandy Griffith 
Show;" and Alpha Delta Pi's 
"Father Ford Knows Best." 
"Following the skits the Per- 
shing Rifles will perform," Renfro 
said, "and then five semi- 
finalists from the homecoming 
pageant, who received the most 
votes in Thursday's election will 
be announced as the Homecom- 
ing Queen and Court." 
"We're flying Shawn Weatherly 
in from Los Angeles, and she and 
Russ Cassel will serve as emcees 
this year," Renfro said. "In addi- 
tion, President Atchley, Student 
Body President David Stalnaker, 
and last year's Homecoming 
Queen Sherry Thrift will be 
there. 
"We're really trying to get peo- 
I* Jfitcker j&jop 
336 College Ave. .( 
Complete line 
of wicker furnishings 
and accessories 
10 A.M.-6 P.M. 
pie excited, not just about 
Tigerama, but about Homecom- 
ing in general," Renfro said. 
"We've had articles written 
about it in newspapers around 
the state, and Russ Cassel has 
given us a lot of publicity on 
WFBC. In addition, we've got 
banners and posters up around 
campus and are using various 
other promotional devices. We 
want everybody to come if they 
can, and we expect a big crowd." 
Tickets for the event are $1 
and are available from any Blue 
Key member, at the Student Life 
Office in Mell Hall, at the Alumni 
Center, Clemson House, and 
Dean Walter Cox's office in Sikes 
Hall. They can also be purchased 
at Mr. Knickerbocker's, Lynch 
Drugs, and locations in Green- 
ville and derso . ables a e 
been set up in front of Schilletter 
and Harcombe dining halls all 
week, and tickets can also be pur- 
chased at the stadium. 
Renfro also pointed out a 
number of things that people 
attending Tigerama this year 
should be aware of. "Because the 
fireworks are going to be in the 
east end of the stadium, we're 
asking people who are watching 
outside the stadium to stay out 
of the grassy area behind Fike," 
he said. 
"Also several streets in this 
immediate area will be roped off 
beginning sometime during the 
day on Friday. In addition, we 
are asking people coming out of 
the gates at the east end of the 
sta i to go up illiamson 
Road away from the security bar- 
ricades," he said. 
Entry will be through Gates 1, 
5,11, and 13. There will be no up- 
per deck seating available, and 
coolers and beverage containers 
are not allowed, according to 
Renfro. "We will have the new 
lights on after the show is over to 
help people find their way out of 
the stadium." he said. 
"So far everything is going 
really smoothly. Our main goal 
right now is to get the whole stu- 
dent body motivated and get 
them to come out," he said. 
Tigerama is organized each 
year by the Blue Key National 
Honor Fraternity and WSBF, 
the student radio station. 
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Forensic Union gets new coach 
Clemson is already on the map 
for athletics, and we help to put 
by Doug Sheorn 
staff writer 
The Clemson Forensic Union is 
rebuilding this year with new 
students and a new coach. "I was 
specifically hired to be a speech 
instructor and coach forensics," 
Susan Millsap said. "This is a 
rebuilding year for us. I have two 
returning varsity debaters and 
16 new students. I had to do 
some recruiting for them. The 
new students are talented, and 
we should do very well." 
Millsap came to Clemson in 
August from the University of 
Tennessee, where she received 
her Masters Degree and was 
assistant forensics coach for 
three years. 
"The primary goal of forensics 
is to educate," Millsap said. "An 
involvement in forensics helps 
the student develop his research 
ability, his ability to look at an 
issue from both sides, reasoning 
and analysis ability on a personal 
basis, as well as improving his 
public speaking abilities." 
According to Millsap, it is also 
fun for the students. "It's enter- 
taining as well as competitive," 
she said. "The students get to 
travel around to the different 
locations of the competitions, 
and that in itself is a learning ex- 
perience." 
Millsap also said the Clemson 
Forensic Union helps Clemson's 
academic reputation. "I think 
since we compete on a national 
circuit," she said, "we help to 
establish Clemson as a school 
stressing   academic   excellence. 
it there for academics." 
The Clemson Forensic Union 
will be involved in intercollegiate 
debates as well as individual 
debates. The individual events 
will include informative, per- 
suasive, and impromptu speeches, 
as well as oral interpretation of 
poetry, drama, prose, and other 
events. 
This semester's debate topic, 
through December, will be 
"Resolved: That U.S. higher 
education has sacrificed quality 
for institutional survival." 
Millsap said the team competes 
in four or five tournaments a 
semester with hopes for qualify- 
ing for the nationals. 
The first debate tournament is 
scheduled for Oct. 21 and 22, at 
Mercer College in Macon, Ga. 
Other tournaments will be held 
at the University of Tennessee, 
Appalachian State, and the 
University of Alabama. 
Competition for the Trustee's 
Medal, the oldest competition at 
Clemson, will be held Nov. 21. 
Millsap welcomes any students 
who would be interested in join- 
ing the Clemson Forensic Union 
to come see her in room 608 in 
Strode Tower or call her at 
656-3041. "Presently, I have 18 
people on the team," Millsap 
said. "I always welcome more. 
No experience necessary, and we 
will train. My goal is to get us 
into the top 50 of the Cross Ex- 
amination Debate Association's 
national ranking." 
The Tiger 
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Communications Center informs public 
by Dean Zavada 
staff writer 
Publicity is important to any 
university. Informing the public 
about an educational institution 
like Clemson University is vital 
to its continuance in enrollment 
and funds, as well as any future 
growth. 
This is just one of the main 
functions that the Communica- 
tions Center serves. The 
mediums of radio and television 
are used to let people know about 
Clemson. The center also uses 
public service announcements to 
inform people as well. 
Other publicity and promotion 
is done in the area of athletics. 
The filming of football games is 
just one example of this process. 
Besides promotion, the center 
performs functions such as proc- 
essing all student and faculty 
I D cards. 
The center is also a service 
organization for individual 
students as well as academic stu- 
dent organizations. The center 
allows for productions in the 
mediums of radio, audio tape, 
photography, and television. 
The center has a lot of equip- 
ment for the use of communica- 
tions production. It has a full 
color equipment broadcast 
studio, video and audio taping 
machines, and almost any piece 
of photographic equipment needed 
to fulfill a student need. 
Another interesting function 
performed by the center is its 
ability to produce multi-image 
slide tapes. A computer is actually 
used to program them. The 
center usually uses between 
three to six projectors during a 
production, although a max- 
imum of 27 can be used. 
"If it's properly done, it's 
almost like a movie," Jim Burns, 
director of the center, said. 
The center also performs other 
functions such as producing a 
live television program. A hook- 
up to SETV (South Carolina 
Educational Television), allows 
the show to get on the network's 
airwaves. Another program pro- 
duced at Clemson is the Early 
Riser Show. This show's week's 
worth of broadcasting is taped on 
Monday and shown throughout 
the course of a week. 
The center was responsible for 
^ setting up the stage and making 
slide productions of the 
Medallion Dinner. It has also 
taped Admiral Rickover at 
TiUman Hall that was shown in 
conjunction with SETV. 
"We try to videotape all named 
speakers who appear on campus 
for future references," informed 
Burns, "as long as we receive 
their permission." 
Still other functions performed 
by ther center include helping in- 
form consumers with subjects 
ranging from french cooking to 
money managing. In-service 
training for slide tape shows and 
television production is also 
provided. 
The center is associated with 
the university experimental 
agricultural centers, but rarely 
provides services for other com- 
panies. The main function is to 
provide students with the com- 
munication services. 
Funding for the center comes 
from three agencies. These agen- 
cies are the Agricultural Center, 
the Extension Service, and by 
the Clemson Budget. 
The Communications Center 
developed from the photography 
center in 1967. It fulfilled the 
university's need for a television 
production studio. This allowed 
Clemson to obtain gifts from 
television stations for produc- 
tion, and thus increase its 
growth. 
The location of the center was 
brought about by its predeces- 
sor, the photographic center, 
which was located in the base- 
ment of the Poole Agricultural 
Building. 
With the substantial increase 
in technology over the past few 
years, the center is looking to the 
future for improvements in its 
capabilities. A few new items for 
its advancement include a down- 
link satellite receiving system 
with full microwave capabilities. 
The center will be able to receive 
information from anywhere in 
Clemson University and send it 
anywhere else with this new 
system. 
One asset of the new system 
will be an ability for tele- 
conferencing. This provides the 
possibility for a meeting of ex- 
ecutives to take place, even 
though they may be hundreds of 
miles apart. 
The center also plans to have 
taped symposiums, where people 
interested in a specific academic 
field will be able to listen to ex- 
perts in that area. 
"Information like this is 
valuable to students and public 
service," Burns said. 
"Future educators can see what 
happened at a specific time," he 
said. "Professionals can leave 
information       for       future 
references.1 
The center is open on weekdays 
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Appoint- 
ments are needed for the use of 
equipment. The hours of many 
employees are not confined, 
however, to the daylight hours, 
as the center produces many 
events that often are held during 
later hours. 
The center employs 23 people 
full time and 24 students. 
"It's quite a challenge with the 
many fields that we are involved 
with," Burns said about working 
for the center. "The rewarding 
end of my job is to work and 
serve students," he said. 
• Venereal Herpes is incurable, If you get it, 
you will have it for the rest of your life. It 
will recur again and again without warning. 
• Venereal Herpes is painful, irritating, ugly, 
and embarrassing. It marks you forever with 
telltale evidence. That's why Time Magazine 
calls it "Today's Scarlet Letter." 
• You get Venereal Herpes through sexual re- 
lations with someone who has the disease. 
• If you engage in sex with a partner who has 
Venereal Herpes, you will probably get it, 
too, because it is highly contagious. A person 
can be contagious even if you don't see the 
blistery sores. 
• The rise of homosexuality has greatly aggra- 
vated the epidemic of Venereal Herpes. 
• If you engage in sex, your risk of getting 
Venereal Herpes is very high because 20 
million Americans already have it, and the 
epidemic is spreading at the rate of 500,000 
new cases everv vear. 
•The best way to avoid getting Venereal 
Herpes is to avoid sexual relations. Remain a 
virgin until you marry, marry a virgin, and 
remain faithful to each other, 
nil not confuse Venereal (Cenital) Herpes with innocent 
viruses «Inch are. unfortunately, also called Herpes. 
How Can You Be Sure The 
Other Person Does NOT 
Have Venereal Herpes? 
YOU CAN'T! 
• Many Herpes sufferers say they will NOT 
admit "early in a relationship" that they have 
the disease. Why? Because Herpes is so em- 
barrassing and contagious, they are afraid of 
being rejected. 
• According to Time Magazine, many doctors 
counsel those who have Herpes NOT to 
admit it to new sexual partners because it is 
psychologically hurtful to the contagious per- 
son to be rejected by the healthy one! (No- 
body seems to care about the physical hurt to 
the healthy person who gets an incurable 
disease from this deception!) 
• Time magazine quotes the attitudes of some 
persons who now have Herpes: 
* A Los Angeles woman says: "When I first 
got it, I wanted to pass it on to everyone 
for vengeance until everyone had it. 
* A Philadephia man brags that he infected 
20 women: "They were just one-night 
stands, so they deserved it anyway." 
* A midwestern woman brags that she has 
infected 75 men. 
If you have Herpes, is it safe to have sex with 
partners who also have Herpes? 
No — because the sufferer can be reinfect- 
ed in different parts of the body — or with 
a different strain of the virus. 
"The truth about life in the United States in 
the 1980s is that, if you are going to have 
sex, you are going to have to' take the risk 
of getting Herpes." That's what a leading 
Herpes researcher, Dr. Kevin Murphy, said. 
What about all those who told you that sex 
with any partner is OK just so long as you 
use contraceptives, and that abortion and 
antibiotics can take care of any "mistake"? 
They lied to you. 
What about all those who told you that sex 
with any partner is OK if you feel "com- 
fortable" about it and have a "meaning- 
ful" relationship? They lied to you. 
What about all those who told you that sex 
with any partner is OK because "times 
changed," that old rules of morality are 
out of date, and that "everybody's doing 
it"? They lied to you. 
The risk of disease from sexual "liberation" is 
greater than it has ever been — despite 
everything told you by the pill producers, 
the porno pushers, Playboy, Penthouse, 
Planned Parenthood, television, and sex 
"education" counselors. 
HERPES IS ESPECIALLY 
HURTFUL TO WOMEN: 
• Herpes symptoms are more painful to wom- 
en, and last longer. During recurrent attacks, 
women have more blisters than men. 
• Women with Herpes may develop cancer of 
the cervix. 
• Women with Herpes expose the babies they 
may have anytime in the future to a terrible 
risk. The high risk occurs when the woman 
has a recurrent attack of Herpes at the time 
of the birth. 
•Herpes is fatal to the majority of infected 
newborns. Of the babies who survive, half 
suffer blindness or brain damage. 
• Most mothers whose babies suffered these 
effects did not even know that the Herpes 
infection had recurred. 
•To try to avoid these effects, most doctors 




Itching and pain in the genital area, a burning 
sensation when urinating, or a vaginal dis- 
charge. 
Painful fluid-filled blisters or sores on the 
vagina, cervix, uretha or anal area in women; 
on the penis or around the anus in men. 
Flu-like symptoms (such as fever, overall 
aches or numbness, sore throat, swollen-glands, 
pounding headaches, a generally sick feeling). 
The acute illness worsens for about ten days 
and mav -last anywhere from 3 weeks to 6 
weeks. 
Then the blisters break and scab, dry up and 
disappear,  but  the  Herpes  remains  in  your 
body. It will recur over and over again. Recur- 
rent Herpes attacks have similar signs and 
symptoms. Several hours or days before the 
blisters return, an infected person usually feels 
pain running down the buttocks to the knees, 
or is bothered by intense itching in the genital 
area. 
The symptoms of Venereal Herpes usually 
appear a few days after contact with the 
disease, but sometimes the symptoms aren't 
detected for up to 3 weeks after exposure. The 
recurrent attacks can come back without 
warning all the rest of your life. There is no 
cure for Venereal Herpes. 
Herpes also has an intense psychological effect 
called the "leper" effect. You feel dirty and 
dangerous. Other symptoms are emotional 
numbing, loneliness, depression, and some- 
times impotence. Many Herpes sufferers never 
have sex again because they feel guilty about 
infecting others. 
WHAT CAN YOU DO? 
• DO resolve to avoid sexual relations of any 
kind until you are married. Keep yourself 
clean out of respect for yourself and your 
future spouse and for the health of any 
future babies you may have. 
• DON'T associate with companions who be- 
lieve in and practice "sexual liberation." 
They may be carriers of Venereal Herpes, 
knowingly or unknowingly. 
IF YOU THINK YOU MAY HAVE HERPES - 
with  your  parents.   They  love • DO consult 
you. 
• DON'T consult with the clinics or counselors 
who falsely told you that sex is OK just so 
long as you use contraceptives. They lied to 
Thev- failed  to  warn  you  about  the you! 
danger   from   Herpes. 
time on fake "cures." 
DON'T   waste   your 
■DO see your family doctor. He can't cure 
Herpes, but he can do some things to reduce 
the pain. A woman with Herpes should have 
Pap smears regularly to check for cancer. 
DON'T   infect   anyone 
highly contagious. 
else.   Herpes   is 
We have found that only Jesus Christ makes 
life full and satisfying. Jesus says, "come  to 
Me, all who are weary and burdened, and 1 
will give you rest." 
If you would like more information on the 
help for your life that Jesus Christ offers, 
please contact us. 
YOUR CONCERNED FRIENDS OF 
CLEMSON CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
P.O. BOX   706 
CLEMSON, S.C   29633 
654-9106 
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The "Fiddles and Vittles" Festival raised approximately $8000 during the two-day event. 
Festival benefits children 
by Jane Thompson 
staff writer 
The Helping Hands of Clemson, Inc., held its 
third annual fall festival last Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday, Sept. 30 through Oct. 2. The "Fiddles and 
Vittles" festival was held at Y-Beach of Clemson. 
The event started Friday night with a Western 
square dance. Then the festivities began Saturday 
with a barbecue and ran through Sunday afternoon. 
The barbecue was prepared by Jack Lombard and Blue 
Miller of Hillbilly Day's fame, according to Jean 
Tulli, president of the Helping Hands of Clemson. 
Tulli said 63 craftsmen were present for the 
event. It also featured exhibits such as quilting, 
blacksmithing, and corn-meal grinding. 
Rides and games were provided throughout the 
weekend. Even though the rides were mainly for 
small children, the games, such as the milk-can toss, 
the fishing booth, and the dunking booth, attracted 
people of all ages. 
"The dunking booth was the greatest thing we 
had," Tulli said. "It made more money than it ever 
has. It brought in over $360 in a day and a half, and 
all but two of the participants were faculty and staff 
members from the university." The banjo and fiddle 
contests were also very successful, according to 
Tulli. The 22 participants came from as far as 
Augusta, Ga., and Spartanburg to compete, and 
were judged by a panel of musicians from through- 
out the state. A $150 first-place prize and a $75 
second-place prize was given away in each contest. 
The festival was held to raise money in order to 
purchase a home, which will be used as an emergency 
shelter for abused and neglected children. The 
organization had hoped to make $10,000. According 
to Tulli, after all the expenses have been paid, the 
profits will come close to $8,000. 
"Somebody was looking out for us this year," 
Tulli said. With the threat of a hurricane in the area, 
things looked a little grim at first. Yet Tulli said the 
event was not only successful, but the best they 
have ever had. 
The Helping Hands of Clemson also has an an- 
nual Christmas sponsorship project planned. This 
includes buying a "Santa" gift and a clothing gift 
for each child under the care of the Department of 
Social Services. The organization encourages a 
minimum donation of $25 per child. Sponsors will be 
accepted from all around the community. 
The Helping Hands of Clemson was started in 
1979 with two members when the Christmas project 
was first organized. Twenty-five children from 
Oconee and Pickens counties were sponsored that 
year. In 1982, over 700 children were sponsored, and 
the group has increased its membership to 45. Help- 
ing Hands cordially invites visitors to attend their 
general meetings, which are held on the first 
Wednesday of each month at the Ft. Hill Presby- 
terian Church in Clemson. 
ADVANCE TICKETS    $2.50 8:00 P.M. 
AT THE DOOR   $3.00 OCTOBER 20 
Tickets available at the BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER 
(adjacent to Small World Travel)   Tillman Auditorium 
Call 654-4101 for information 





* tennis and racquetball equipment 
by Head, Wilson, Prince 
athletic footwear for tennis, 
jogging, racquetball, basketball,    w A ^ 
soccer by Nike, Adidas, New ^^ 
Balance, Pony, Brooks, K-Swiss,  OHHQS 
Saucony, Asics Tiger, Reebok 
* sweat clothing by Russell Athletic 
* complete line of Clemson 
clothing and souvenirs 
* we also carry the new Tiger 
Jack t-shirt 
112 College Ave.   •  Downtown Clemson  •  654-1719 
Hardeej 
will be open 
ALL NIGHT 
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We're Proud to Say Clemson' 
by William F. Stephens 
staff writer 
"We're Proud To Say 
Clemson," which features Clem- 
son students, faculty, and admin- 
istrators telling why they are 
proud of the university, opened 
at West Florence High School 
Tuesday night to begin a series 
of nine performances this 
semester. 
"It was outstanding," accord- 
ing to University President Bill 
Atchley, one of the featured 
speakers. 
"I think it made Clemson fans 
and supporters in the Florence 
area very proud," he said. "Peo- 
ple remained after the show to 
talk with us, and many of them 
couldn't believe it was the first 
time we'd done it. We had three 
members of the Board of 
Trustees, the presidents of the 
Alumni Association and IPTAY, 
a number of professors, and 
several student representatives 
speak. All who took part did a 
wonderful job, and we're looking 
forward to the next eight." 
Besides Atchley, Walter Cox, 
vice president for Student Af- 
fairs, and George Moore, director 
of the Alumni Association, were 
featured' speakers. Among the 
students who spoke were Jim 
Cuttino, student body vice 
president, and Ken Robinson, a 
member of the Student-Alumni 
Council. The 4:30 Thursday 
singers were also a part of the 
show. 
"We had 285 to 295 people 
show up," Jeff McNeil, director 
of the programs, said. McNeil, 
who is also the assistant director 
of the Alumni Center, agreed 
with Atchley about the success 
of the program. "We had the au- 
dience pretty well captivated, 
and they thoroughly enjoyed it," 
he said. "They enjoyed hearing 
Two 4:30 Thursday Singers 
Florence. 
Dr. Atchley speak, as well as the 
students talking about their 
Clemson experiences. It was fun 
and festive, and I think we got 
the program started on the right 
foot." 
According to Cuttino, "It was 
just a super program. We had a 
much better turn-out than we ex- 
pected, and everyone who came 
out liked it, from alumni on down 
perform in Clemson show at 
to high school students. The 
show is great family entertain- 
ment, made up of a blend of com- 
edy, sincerity, and music. The 
4:30 Thursday Singers did a 
great job, and people were im- 
pressed by their talent." 
The next performance will be 
at Spartanburg Methodist Col- 
lege Tuesday, Oct. 11. 
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Atchley chooses council members 
continued from page 1 ■ 
R.C. Harshman, professor of 
chemical engineering; and E.A. 
Vaughn, director and professor 
of textiles. 
The ex-officio members are 
B.J. Skelton, dean of admissions 
and registration; Holly Ulbrich, 
Faculty Senate president; 
Clarence Hood, immediate past 
president of Faculty Senate; and 
Corrine Sawyer, chairman of the 
scholarship and awards committee. 
Other ex-officio members are 
Leonard C. Butler, Alumni 
Association president; I.L. 
Donkle, immediate past presi- 
dent of the Alumni Association; 
Bill Reaves, president of IPTAY; 
John Timmerman, immediate 
past president of IPTAY; John 
A. Murden, graduate school 
association president; David 
Stalnaker, student body presi- 
dent; Oran Smith, Student 
Senate president; and Ian D. 
Kayser, Block C Club president. 
Each of the 21 members has 
the right to vote on all matters. 
The university's vice presidents, 
athletic director, and associate 
and assistant athletic directors 
will serve as ex-officio non-voting 
members. 
According to Atchley, the 
Council will take the place of the 
intended   athletic   coordinator's 
position, which was postponed 
indefinitely last spring due to a 
lack of university funds. 
The position of coordinator 
was the result of Atchley's 
reorganization of the athletic 
department after the football 
program was placed on probation 
for recruiting violations. The 
Council, though, will perform the 
same duties. 
The Council has not met yet; 
however, according to Atchley, it 
will meet after arrangements are 
made. "I haven't met with any of 
them yet," he said, "but we feel 
this "will be a hard-working 
group." 
U S.News & World Report presents 
News that 
Sticks 
Tn'you'r mind. FoTpianning ahead . . . forming an 
opinion . . . building a strong foundation for your per- 
sonal and your professional life. 
Read U.S.News to get bottom-line facts on politics 
business ... the economy. Late-breaking re- 
ports on trends that are shaping America's job market 
. the way we live . . . your future. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out 
and send in the coupon below. 
Money-saving 
Student Coupon 
□ YES, send me 23 weeks of 
U.S.News & World Report for only 
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular 
subscription rate and 77% off the 
cover price. 
Name  




- Zip I 
I 
I 
Listen for the News Blimp, or^WSBF, brought 
-    J 
u.s.News Mail coupon to: U.S.News & World Report, Room 264, 2300 N St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20037 
■  to you by U.S. News & World Report 
A Special Announcement 
For: 
CHRYL A. PIERCE 
I want to marry you! 
July 28, 1984, is good for me 
Love, 
Tom 
HOLDER'S LANDING RESTAURANT AND FISH CAMP 
Seafood plates and family-style dinners 
We will open at 4 p.m. Football Saturdays for late lunch 
or early dinner 
Open Friday & Saturday night 
5-10 p.m. 
Open for lunch, weekdays 
10-3 p.m., DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
From Clemson take 123 to Seneca, turn right at the first traffic light (Hwy. 130). 
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Sorority social held: 
victims kidnapped 
by Jane Thompson 
staff writer 
The Kappa Kappa Gamma 
sorority held its fifth annual kid- 
nap social last Friday, Sept. 30, 
at South Cove Marina in Seneca. 
"It was great," sorority 
members Tony Moses, Lori 
Danese, and Athena Leventis 
said. "It was the best party I've 
ever been to," Moses said. 
The event was publicized by 
distributing flyers throughout 
campus, according to Michele 
Mewborn, the kidnap social or- 
ganizer. Each girl in the sorority 
chose a date for the social and 
turned his name into the 
organization's committee. The 
committee then contacted each 
of the guys through phone calls 
and a poem in order to notify him 
of the event beforehand. 
"We keep the location and the 
kidnapper a secret until we get 
the guys there," Mewborn said. 
After each date had been con- 
firmed, the kidnappees met at 
Tillman Hall, Sikes Hall, the 
Amphitheater, and the fraternity 
lounges, depending on where 
they live. Then, each girl ran- 
domly blindfolded one of the 
guys, led him to her car, and took 
him to the South Cove Marina in 
the form of a caravan. 
After all the participants had 
arrived, the kidnappees patiently 
waited for their kidnapper to 
remove the blindfold, and then 
the party began. According to 
Mewborn, disc jockey Delk 
Haigler, a member of the Kappa 
Sigma fraternity, provided the 
entertainment. 
Mewborn and other members 
of the sorority said the guys love 
the kidnap social because of the 
suspense involved. 
"I had a great time," Mike 
Moore, a sophomore kidnap vic- 
tim, said. "It's different from 
your ordinary party in the 
respect that you were blindfolded 
and didn't know where you were 
going." 
"It's a great idea for a party 
because you don't know who 
your date is," Dave Czabala, also 
a sophomore kidnap victim, said. 
Carol Lawrence, social chair- 
man of the Kappa Kappa Gamma 
sorority, said it's the Kappa 
social event of the year. 
A joke? 
Vice President of Student Affairs Walter Cox attended a student government retreat in the 
mountains last week. Other student leaders such as Student Body President David Stalnaker enjoyed 
activities such as canoeing and swimming. 
Retired Admiral lectures 
continued from page 1 
tional system allows too much 
hit-and-miss education," 
Rickover said, "replete with too 
many electives rather than 
academic solids." 
One of the major problems 
with teaching the solids is a 
lack of qualified teachers. "It is 
imperative to modify our system 
of recruiting, training, and com- 
pensating our teachers," he 
said. "We must pay them 
more—much more—if we ex- 
pect intellectually capable and 
motivated men and women to 
choose teaching as a life's work 
and remain committed to it." 
Rickover pointed out that 
school teachers with a college 
degree can earn more money in 
the private industry, so they 
usually travel that path. "In 
South Carolina, teachers 
average $16,380," he said. "It's 
a small wonder that 25 percent 
of the nation's teachers have 
stated their intentions to leave 
teaching. 
"Every one of us should seek 
out the best teacher he can find, 
first for ourselves, and then for 
the youth, regardless of the ex- 
pense," Rickover said. "More- 
over, I believe that merit pay 
[for teachers] should not be 
judged by their fellow teachers. 
To do so is a form of incest." 
Another major problem with 
the educational system starts 
in the home. According to the 
83-year-old, games, sports, and 
television have diverted 
parents from the respon- 
sibilities. 
Parents must spend time 
making sure teachers assign 
homework that has some pur- 
pose to it, and then these same 
parents should make sure the 
children do the work instead of 
watching television or playing 
games. "The average child, aged 
three to five, spends about 30 
hours   each   week   watching 
television; and once children are 
in school, there is little decline 
in TV viewing," Rickover said. 
"Television has become a plug- 
in drug." 
In such a highly technological 
age, he said, students must 
spend their time learning in- 
stead of doing extracurricular 
activities, and it is up to society 
to make sure that becomes a 
reality. 
According to Rickover, who 
has received the nation's 
highest civilian honor—the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom, 
"No generation can confer 
wisdom upon its children. Each 
generation must first work to 
earn its own wisdom." 
Trustees conduct review 
by Betsy Russell 
staff writer 
The college of agricultural 
sciences and the public service 
agencies, excluding the regula- 
tory agencies, will be the focus of 
an in-depth study this year by 
the Board of Trustees' Educa- 
tional Policy Committee. 
"This is an in-house study," 
said Fletcher Derrick, chairman 
of the committee. "We're looking 
to see what's going on—the good 
points and where the problems 
are." v 
According to the Trustee 
Manual, the Board should review 
one or two departments a year, 
Derrick said. "We'll look at 
academics,   curriculum,   profes- 
sors, the performance of students 
as compared to the rest of the 
students in the nation, and even 
budgetary aspects of the 
department." 
A final decision has not been 
made as to how the review will be 
conducted. David Maxwell, prov- 
ost and vice president for aca- 
demic affairs, said there will be a 
number of planning meetings 
and a presentation to the Board 
of Trustees in the spring. He said 
the study should be completed 
by the end of this academic year. 
Maxwell said the college of 
agriculture and the public service 
agencies had been chosen because 
"It is a propitious time." The 
director of the extension services 
has indicated his desire to retire 
—this causes us to take a fresh 
look at the extension service. It's 
difficult to understand the exten- 
sion service without the experi- 
ment stations, and they're both 
connected to the college of 
agriculture. 
"We want to know the strong 
features and basic problems," 
Maxwell said. "The basic pur- 
pose of the study is to bring in- 
formation to the administration, 
to assess the situation, and to 
bring information to the Board of 
Trustees." 
The Board has not reviewed 
any departments for several 
years, Maxwell said, and it decided 
to reinstate the review this year. 
THE BLOCK C CLUB 
CLEMSSfsN 
VARSITY LETTERMAN 
Take the hard work you put into 
earning a Varsity letter, and invest it 
in a BLOCK C. YOURS FOR A 
LIFETIME! Make plans to attend 
the fall initiation meeting 
Monday, Oct. 10. The meeting will be 
held in room 309, Daniel Hall, 
at 9:30 p.m. 






Buy three, get the fourth free 
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Television poll shows comedy preferred 
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by Jill Johnson 
staff writer 
It's Monday afternoon and you 
are sitting in your 12:20 p.m. lec- 
ture. You begin to feel a cold 
sweat cover your body. While 
rubbing your sweaty hands 
together you notice the time; it's 
1 p.m. and you're going to miss 
10 minutes of "Days." You begin 
to nervously twist in your seat 
waiting to be dismissed. 
The pofessor seems to be mov- 
ing in slow motion while you 
begin to think about the few 
minutes you are missing of your 
soap opera. Will Bo, Eugene, or 
Mariana make it to the first com- 
mercial? 
It's 1:07 and the professor says 
his last words. At that moment 
you hear an imaginary gun blast 
and you're off! Because you 
usually sit through your 12:20 
class until 1:10 you have mapped 
out the shorteset way to your 
room. A bystander sees you 
hurrying to your room and is 
reminded of O.J. Simpson going 
through an airport. 
At last! You reach your room 
and your roommate already has 
the t.v. on; your heartbeat begins 
to slowly regain its normal pace 
and you enjoy the remainder of 
"Days of Our Lives." 
In a recent poll of 100 students 
conducted by The Tiger, it was 
discovered that students watch 
an average of 3.5 hours of televi- 
sion a day. Of the 3.5 hours spent 
each day on television viewing, 
an average of 1.5 is spent view- 
ing soap operas. Students spend 
TOP 10 SHOWS 
Cheers 
Dynasty 





Hart to Hart 
Magnum P.I. 
Night Rider 
TOP 10 SOAPS 
Days of Our Lives 
Guiding Light 
General Hospital 
All My Children 





Young and the Restless  Magnum 
Another World Alexis Colby 
As the World Turns        Mr. T 





The above chart depicts favorite television shows, soap operas, 
students surveyed. 
approximately three days of the    preferred comedies, with dramas 
week   watching   soap   operas;    coming m second place, sports, 
which received high representa 
tion in the poll 
adventures and movies are also 
like by students. Mysteries and 
Although soaps did fair well in    educational shows were the least 
the poll, the majority of students    mentioned of all categories. 
and television characters of the 
The poll suggested an over- 
whelming number of students 
watched "Days of Our Lives." 
This show received 25 percent of 
the students soap opera viewing 
time. "The Guiding Light" came 
in second place with 15 percent; 
"General Hospital" and "All My 
Children" came next with 10 
percent and 8 percent respectively. 
Some of the reasons for watch- 
ing soap operas were because 
some students were simply hooked, 
some watched to see good acting, 
and one student went as far to 
say, "I've been watching for 
eleven years and it seems like 
they're a circle of friends." For 
what ever reason soap operas are 
watched, they are very popular 
today. 
The evening show most 
students watch is the comedy 
"Cheers." The show went over 
very  well  in  the polls. 
Senior, Meg Langston said, "I 
like 'Cheers' because of its in- 
telligent wit and humor. It has 
the same kind of humor that 
'M*A*S*H' had." Though. 
"Cheers" was on the verge of be- 
ing cancelled, many students are 
hoping it will continue to run. 
Sophomore, Kathy Hippler said, 
" 'Cheers' is a high class comedy. 
Besides that, my dad likes it." 
Running a very close second to 
"Cheers" are the dramas 
"Hillstreet Blues" and "Dynasty." 
Both of these shows are com- 
mended for their emotion and 
realism. The shows that follow 
these two are the adventure com- 
edies: "The A-Team" and "Rem- 
mington Steel," these shows are 
equally liked by male and female 
students. 
And even though the last 
episode of M*A*S*H was shown 
last February, many students till 
regard it as their favorite show. 
RETAKE 
for 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
October 10, 11, 12 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Students must sign up 
at the TAPS offices. 
Spaces are still available. 
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'Comedy' is scheduled 
by Lisa McClain 
staff writer 
The Alabama Shakespeare 
Festival's touring production of 
"The Comedy of Errors" will be 
presented in Tillman Hall 
auditorium Oct. 13, at 8 p.m. The 
production is sponsored by the 
Clemson University Union 
Cultural Committee. 
The 1983 tour production is 
directed by John-Frederick 
Jones, guest director at this sum- 
mer's Alabama Shakespeare 
Festival and director of the ASF 
Conservatory Training Program. 
Jones described "The Comedy of 
Errors" as "a good-natured, 
rough and tumble play, in which 
we are greeted with Shakespeare's 
earliest and perhaps least tested 
attitudes toward life." 
"The Comedy of Errors" deals 
with two sets of identical twins, 
who are constantly mistaken for 
each other. Antipholus of 
Syracuse and his servant 
Dromio, separated in infancy 
from their twin brothers (also 
named Antipholus and Dromio), 
arrive by chance in the city of 
Ephesus, the home of their long- 
lost brothers. 
The two Antipholuses and the 
two Dromios are repeatedly mis- 
taken by the townspeople until 
even the twins themselves get 
confused. The results are 
hilarious, according to Jones, as 
Shakespeare leads his characters 
through a series of incidences 
that end in total chaos. 
The cast for the production in- 
cludes Bruce Cromer and Robert 
Browning, both veterans of the 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival's 
tour productions, portraying the 
two Antipholuses. Other sup- 
porting cast members include 
Evelyn Carol Case, A. D. Cover, 
John Heider, and Miller James. 
Also involved in the produc- 
tion are Mark Morton, set 
designer; April Parke, costume 
designer; and W. Scott Schilk, 
lighting designer. 
"The Comedy of Errors" will 
be performed in 25 cities during a 
seven-week Southeastern tour. 
The festival has been touring 
file photo 
Bruce Cromer, Evelyn Carol Case, Catherine Moore, and 
Robert Browning star in the Alabama Shakespeare Festival's tour- 
ing production of "The Comedy of Errors." The play will be 
presented in Tillman Hall auditorium Oct. 13, at 8 p.m. 
each  fall  since  1978,  bringing       Tickets for the Oct. 13 produc- 
outstanding classical theatre to    tion will be $5 for students in 
the people of the Southeast with 
such performances as "The Tam- 
ing of the Shrew," "Twelfth 
Night," "The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona," and "Romeo and 
Juliet." 
The Alabama Shakespeare 
Festival's 1983 Fall Tour is made 
possible in part by grants from 
SONAT, Inc., and the Blount 
Foundation, and is supported by 
the Alabama State Council on 
the Arts and Humanities, the 
Southern Arts Federation, and 
the National Endowment for the 
Arts. The Alabama Shakespeare 
Festival is a member of the 
League of Resident Theatres and 
the Theatre Communications 
Group, the national service 
organization for the non-profit 
professional theatre. 
advance, $6 for the public in ad- 
vance, and $6.50 for everyone at 
the door. Tickets are available at 
the Union Ticket Booth. For 
more information, contact Edie 




-Gutter: "Winetasting with Aldo," a wine and cheese party 
with Aldo Cella to be held in Edgar's, $4 in advance. 
8—Homecoming. 
8-" Aldo Cella" will be at the Tiger Tailgate Show. 
8—Homecoming Show: "Bob Hope" and guests in 
Littlejohn Coliseum at 8 p.m. Call 2461 for ticket 
information. 
9-Free Flick: "To Catch A Thief," shown at the Y-Theater, 
8 p.m., free with university ID. 
11—Movie: "FM" will be shown in Edgar's, 7 and 9:15 p.m., 
$1 with university ID. 
11—College Bowl Match in the Union Board Room, 
6:45-8:45 p.m. 
11—Short Course: Self-Defense begins, 7-8:30 p.m., $6, sign 
up at the info desk. 
13—Performing Artist Series: Alabama Shakespeare Festival 
performing "A Comedy of Errors," Tillman Auditorium, 
8 p.m. $6.50. Call for ticket information. 
13—Union Movie: "Man From Snowy River," shown at the 
Y-Theater, 7 and 9:15 p.m., $1.50 with university ID. 
13—Edgar's: Molson Night. Special price on Molson beer, 
prizes will be given, 8 p.m.-12. 
commentaries 
The Joint Engineering Council is holding a drawing 
to support the Homecoming Display this year. 
We would like to recognize the following sponsors 
for donating prizes for our drawing. 
Sponsor  Location    Donation 
Quarters  University Square Mall 1 Keg Lowenbrau Dark Beer 
Tiger Town Tavern  116 College Ave 1 Keg Budweiser 
Stage Door Movie Store .. Lake View Plaza .. VCR & Movie Rental for weekend 
Clemson Nautilus Center ... Lake View Plaza ... 1 Month Nautilus membership 
The Clemson Open Book University Square Mall "The Clemson Tiger— 
From 1896 to Glory" 
Domino's Pizza 300 College Ave Two large, two-item Pizzas 
Legends University Square Mall Five $5 gift certificates 
Red Circle Inc 123 Bypass $15 gift certificate 
Chanelo's Pizza 107 College Ave One Pizza and One Spaghetti Dinner 
P.M.'s Spirits Victoria Square One 4-Pack Ultenmunster Bier 
One 6-Pack Henninger Bier 
Knickerbocker's    104 College Ave Surf Shirt 
Mazzio's Pizza Victoria Square Large Pizza 
Dragon's Den Restaurant Highway 123 Special Family Dinner for two 
Golden Corral 123 Bypass Two Dinners 
Greenleaf Flowers University Square Mall $10 gift certificate 
Sound Trax Lake View Plaza $10 gift certificate 
Frodo's Pizza 302 Seneca Road Medium Combination Pizza 
William A. Hoffman Limited Victoria Square $10 gift certificate 
Flash Foto Victoria Square Free roll of film and processing 
Hop's One Stop Highway 93 Case of beer 
Study Hall 100 College Ave Two sandwiches 
Po Folks 123 Bypass, Seneca Two $5 gift certificates 
The Joint Engineering Council appreciates the support of these 
merchants and asks that you patronize their businesses. 
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Opinion 
 Editorial  
Excellence? 
During the last two years—when the word 
"probation" re-entered and immediately claimed top 
Bill-ing in the Clemson vocabulary—university 
administrators began a never-ending 
campaign—academics over athletics. 
However, unless Provost David Maxwell labels 
academic areas as "centers of excellence," the overall 
academic structure could easily slide into the pattern 
set by, dare we say, its father-figure—the athletic 
department. 
"In order to be effective, you have to concentrate 
your resources in certain areas with the object of 
building them to national prominence, even though it 
means other areas will have to suffer," Maxwell said. 
Now wait a minute. Haven't we witnessed a 
similar game plan and reaped all of its wonderful 
benefits as well? Sure we have—within the athletic 
department. The football program was built to 
national prominence, while some of the other sports 
programs have suffered as a result. 
And while such a system might be all right for 
athletics (After all, football is the biggest money- 
making sport.), we don't see it as an alternative in the 
academic structure. 
According to Maxwell, the administration will 
show "favoritism" toward majors such as science and 
technology—agriculture, engineering, and computer 
science. Is this fair? 
Picture the situation. Money will be taken from 
Liberal Arts and used for Computer Engineering. A 
liberal arts professor will have to find another job; a 
student will have to find another major; and the 
process will continue until the business and liberal 
arts students are forced to choose another school. 
All the administration is doing, Maxwell said, is 
putting a lot of eggs into one basket. But what about 
the other baskets? Should we let centuries of 
languages and literature perish in an empty basket? 
We think not. 
Yet another interesting topic of conversation deals 
with the existing bookstore, and the near-zero 
possibility of getting a competitive bookstore. What 
would happen if another bookstore opened? 
According to Maxwell, student fees would rise to 
make up for the loss of the existing bookstore would 
face if another bookstore was opened. 
"It [bookstore] doesn't make much, if any, profit 
now from books," Maxwell said. "If the bookstore 
doesn't make a profit, it doesn't have competitors." 
However, a certain principle must be realized. 
When students purchase books at the university 
bookstore, they have no choice—they buy the text at 
the set price, or do without. 
Of course, when all the students are in either science 
or technology in the coming years, it won't make any 
difference. 
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Commentary 
Don't forget Thanksgiving 
By Roy Irwin 
photo editor 
Only 78 more shopping days 
until Christmas, and already the 
rush has begun. 
If you look around, you can 
probably see it happening: The 
Christmas trees are going up; the 
pre-Christmas sales have started; 
and, yes, even 'ole Santa himself 
is gracing many a merchant's 
window. 
Every effort goes into spraying 
the snow stuff on the glasses and 
into putting up the blinking lights 
and sparkling tinsel. But among 
all of this attention given to 
detail, one day will be 
forgotten—Thanksgiving, 
November's biggest holiday. 
It always happens at about this 
time. First we gear up for 
Halloween's goblins, and without 
skipping a beat, we start looking 
skyward for Rudolf and his flying 
friends. 
And advertisers bombard us 
with "Christmas in July; avoid 
the rush; sale, Sale, SALE!!!" It's 
almost too much to bear. 
Now I'm not saying it's wrong 
to celebrate Christmas, or even to 
look forward to it. The Christmas 
spirit of giving is one of the 
greatest things in the world. What 
I am saying is we often get so 
preoccupied with all the 
Christmas festivities that we lose 
sight of the significance of 
Thanksgiving. 
Most of us think of 
Thanksgiving as just another 
chance to get out of school, go 
home to our families, and stuff 
our faces with turkey and 
dressing. 
The truth is that we are all very 
fortunate and have much to be 
thankful for. When was the last 
time you were hungry? I mean 
really hungry, like the ads of 
starving children we've all seen? I 
doubt any of us have ever 
experienced such hunger. 
And consider something else. 
We all have friends and our 
health; and even think about 
Clemson University. There is a 
multitude of opportunities we can 
take advantage of every day. 
You can nrobably think of 
several things right now that you 
are thankful for. Things like being 
part of the Clemson family- 
making it (almost) through those 
dreadful midterms, and living on a 
picturesque campus painted by 
God's artistic hand. 
Thanksgiving is a time to 
reflect on the goodness which God 
has given us all. 
So, let's keep things in 
perspective this holiday season. 
Let's not dust off the tree 
ornaments and hang the tinsel 
before we cut the Thanksgiving 
turkey. Let's all be thankful for 
what we have. 
Let's celebrate Thanksgiving 
without looking so far down the 
calendar to Christmas that we 
lose sight of its meaning. This 
year, remember, let's all take time 




'Bury the hatchet;' crawl in the stadium 
This letter is in response to last 
week's commentary by the editor in 
chief. Come on, now, Jim, let's be real 
about this whole thing, huh? I just 
don't understand why you have the 
feelings you do. It's as if some 
fraternity or one of its members hurt 
you. 
I'm truly sorry you don't believe in 
the ways fraternities are or do things, 
but life's like that. You're not always 
going to be pleased with everything 
you encounter. But, Jim, why must 
you malign what I and a number of 
others believe in and enjoy? 
I can't ever remember writing to The 
Tiger and telling them how I feel your 
articles are silly (not in the humorous 
sense either) and worthless. Jim, an 
opinion is one thing, but attacking 
someone's values is another story in 
itself. 
Secondly, Jim, I really resent this 
trash about Rush and having "forked 
over a little cash" to get new friends. 
True, Jim, I've gone through Rush, 
and I've payed my dues ("forked over 
a little cash"), but most of your 
business, engineering, and general clubs 
pay dues, too. I've yet to see you 
slander them. Also, Rush, I am told, is 
held by most of those same organizations 
as well as Angel Flight, Scabbard and 
Blade, the service fraternity and 
sorority, and I'm sure others. Have 
you slandered them, or is that this 
week? 
As far as Rush being a "mass orgy," 
Jim, I'm sure most of us found it 
rather tame, but maybe it's just about 
your speed. 
As far as Bowman Field and 
Homecoming goes, I'm sure you're 
realizing now how ridiculous your 
remarks were. A few weeks ago you 
gave your same "Bowman Field . .. 
gigantic quagmire" speech about cars 
parking there for games. 
Now, since you ran out of topics, it's 
Homecoming floats. I'm sure if you 
and the university came up with a 
better spot for the floats, it'd be no 
problem to move there. As far as the 
floats, and Homecoming, in general, 
goes, I don't understand your 
complaints. If enough people don't 
want the floats built, I'm sure most 
fraternities wouldn't be too upset. All 
the money for the floats comes out of 
our pockets. The university doesn't 
reimburse anyone but the winner, and 
that's not even a total reimbursement. 
So, if you'd like to do away with the 
floats altogether, that'd be fine, but 
wouldn't that be one great 
Homecoming? This school, renowned 
for its spirit, would be known for its 
boredom. It'd be like any other 
weekend. 
As far as not promoting Clemson 
spirit, that's meant to be a joke, I'm 
sure. We promote Clemson spirit just 
as any other Clemson student. Take, 
for instance, Tigerama. Tigerama is 
Clemson spirit at its best. Any group, 
not just fraternities, can try out with 
equal chance of representing our 
school. The float competition is open to 
anyone, too, as the JEC float will 
attest to (Jim, do they contribute to 
the "quagmire"? You didn't say). 
Finally, Jim, I resent the remark 
saying we're "childish little brats." Do 
you see me name calling? That's as 
childish as it gets, I'm afraid. Jim, I'm 
sure I'm not too much different from 
you except for the fact that I'm open- 
minded. 
-  I'm pointing this out because those 
of us in the Greek (no, I've no idea why 
they call us Greek) system are no 
different from those who aren't. We 
just get our "kicks" in different ways 
(you, Jim, like to write satirical articles 
and crawl around in empty stadiums, 
while I like to party). I don't knock 
your "kicks." Must you knock mine? 
Jim, I'm not trying to make us look 
like martyrs because we spend our 
money on the floats. I'm not trying to 
say stop picking on us. I'm also not 
trying to make us look like heroes 
because we try to do our part to 
promote Clemson spirit. What I am 
trying to say is why not "bury the 
hatchet." 
All of us students have the same 
goal in mind: promote Clemson spirit, 
graduate, and have the best time doing 
it. So, Jim, quit trying to divide the 
student body and go crawl around the 
stadium again. That was painless 
enough, wasn't it? 
Mike Nelson 
Equal time 
This is a rebuttal to last week's 
editorial by Jim Gilstrap from a couple 
of "frat boys" vying for equal time. 
Jim: 
Do you realize that you have 
offended over 10 percent of the 
school's population (fraternity 
members) with your childish, bratty 
editorials? _, i_1   . 1C see Egocentncal page 16 j 
From me Editor's Desk 
Frats: here's your fair shake; give me one 
By Jim Gilstrap 
editor in chief 
Before continuing, I wish to state the 
purpose of this brief piece of writing. It 
is in no way to attempt to fuel a full- 
fledged verbal and/or physical war, nor 
is it intended to rouse further harsh 
feelings. 
On the other hand, it is certainly no 
apology. Still, I feel fraternity members 
deserve a more detailed explanation of 
the opinions expressed in last week's 
column, "Tranquility only temporary," 
for it appears the intended focus was a 
little unclear. 
I hadn't planned to write another 
article dealing with the subject of 
fraternities, especially after last week's 
effort ignited such an outburst of fury 
and downright anger. 
But in a sense, I feel I've failed as a 
student-writer if I refuse to give 
fraternity members a fair shake. It is 
my duty to be open-minded, and that 
includes when I'm voicing an opinion 
against members of an organization. 
However, I do plan to reaffirm my 
position, one I now advocate with added 
strength. 
Let me begin first, though, by clearing 
the record and, at the same time, owning 
up to a few realizations. 
I realize every individual has the 
freedom of choice. I choose to write for 
The Tiger, just as you all choose to 
belong to different fraternities. I enjoy 
what I do, and you enjoy what you do. I 
have no complaints, and I don't criticize 
any of you for wanting to be members of 
fraternities. The choice is up to the 
individual. 
The fraternities also do many types of 
charity work in which funds are raised 
and donated to worthy causes. You 
provide useful services to students and 
work long hours to contribute your parts 
in making Clemson University a better 
place. 
Finally, there's Homecoming. I know 
you are literally forced to build 
Homecoming displays each year, and 
these cost money—money which comes 
from your pockets. Building displays is 
not necessarily a task you wish to do, 
but one you feel obligated to do, instead. 
And you do a tremendous job; I'm not 
faulting you for that. In fact, it's a 
tribute to the fraternities that such 
detailed displays can be put together in 
just one week's time. 
True, you and others tear up Bowman 
Field, but then you don't pick the 
display-building site. I am more critical 
of the university in this case. Spending 
time and money to replenish the field 
each summer is ridiculous when 
administrators know it will be destroyed 
by automobiles and by the construction 
of Homecoming displays during the fall. 
And lest I forget, what would 
Tigerama, the greatest celebration of its 
kind, be without the participation and 
contribution of the fraternities? 
There. I hope most of you realize that 
I don't hate members of fraternities, nor 
do I detest your very existence. Then 
why, you ask, did I write that article 
last week? And what do Rush, initiation, 
and parties have to do with 
Homecoming Week? 
Well, the point, though possibly 
concealed, of last week's column was 
this: It's not what you fraternity 
members do—it's how you go about 
doing it, or in other words, how you act. 
Understand I'm making a generalization 
here—not all fraternity members strike 
me in this fashion. I'll expound upon 
this thought a little later. 
Even though I, not The Tiger, think 
the whole idea of Rush, initiations, and 
all the other extracurricular activities is 
silly, I know it's just part of joining and 
becoming a fraternity member. And yes, 
several other organizations have 
Rush—this I know. But somehow, 
fraternity rush just seems to stick out 
like a sore thumb. 
It's the way you conduct yourselves; 
that's what bothers me. And that's how 
I squeezed from Rush to Homecoming 
into one article. The whole cycle starts 
with Rush and comes to a bubbling head 
during Homecoming Week. 
In think this whole concept started 
back in high school. I know it did at 
Easley High. There were two divisions 
of people in our senior class—the ones 
who acted like they were better or more 
important than the others, and the 
others. 
To me, that's one of the things a 
fraternity does. It allows that person, 
who was always important during his 
high school days, to still feel important 
at the college level. It's kind of like a 
security blanket. 
And even though I don't think 
fraternity members mean to put 
themselves in a class above the rest of 
the students, I believe it's something 
they do without realizing it. Again, I 
believe the whole thing originates in 
high school. 
But enough of my opinions on 
fraternities. Hurting more feelings and 
causing additional anger are two things 
I wish to avoid. And yes, I can 
understand why many of you fraternity 
members are still upset. I tore apart an 
institution, and in doing so, ripped you 
apart as well, for you all live and 
breathe fraternity with each passing 
day. And at the same time, I used some 
pretty vivid terminology—for that, I will 
apologize. 
What I wrote was and is my opinion. I 
signed my name to it, and God forbid, 
even pasted my picture above it. You 
may not agree with my opinion—that's 
certainly your preference. And in return, 
you have the opportunity to state your 
cases by writing letters, and even by 
phoning me. 
Several of you have written and 
phoned, and I respect and appreciate 
your concerns—your opinions should be 
heard. But something else also bears 
hearing 
Since last Thursday night, I've 
received approximately 75-100 obscene 
phone calls, but then again, maybe I 
should've expected such childish 
behavior in this case. I don't enjoy the 
calls, but I usually get over them. 
However, personal threats are another 
matter. And there have been plenty. The 
threats and obscene calls far out number 
the concerned, intelligent responses. 
What I want is the truth. Is this how 
some of you solve your problems when 
you get angry? 
You threaten to hurt someone and 
beat someone up? Is this how you 
respond to three columns of newspaper 
print that upset you? If so, I hesitate to 
think of your approaches to problems 
you encounter in the real world. 
I am not trying to make anyone feel 
sorry for me, but I don't have to put up 
with this kind of abuse. These tactics 
didn't originate in high school—no, they 
go all the way back to elementary 
school. But I must admit, there's 
nothing like almost being cornered in a 
bathroom when you're a junior in 
college. 
In effect, I've stated my opinion, and 
many of you, not all of you, have voiced 
your views via the telephone or by 
balled-up fists. I think I've given you a 
fair shake, and please, if my columns 
anger any of you to the point of 
threats—don't read them. I'm not 
twisting your arm. 
I realize everyone, including myself, 
has a little bit of kid left deep down 
inside, but enough is enough. I've stated 
my point. I will stand by it, and say no 
more. And if any of you fraternity 
members wish to offer further response, 
as you are free to do, I ask you to 
consider on question. 
- Obscenities and threats—are these 
your tools as opposed to reasoning? 
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'Egocentrical toad9 irresponsible journalist 
continued from page 15 
Do you realize that your 
irresponsible piece of journalism has 
tainted the reputation of a generally 
fine publication? 
Who do you think you are to make 
such sweeping generalizations? 
Fraternities, as well as the campus 
population in general, have a few 
"childish brats," but does that mean 
we all are? We think you are an 
egocentrical toad, but we would never 
generalize this about the whole Tiger 
staff. 
We put a lot of time and effort into 
our Homecoming displays, just as you 
put a lot of time and effort into The 
Tiger. What a shame that you cannot 
uphold your responsibility to our 
school as well as we can. 
Jim, we leave you with one final 
piece of advice: Do not use that 
commentary in your portfolio when you 
look for a job. Who knows, your 





Editor's note: Opinions expressed in 
"From the Editor's Desk" are those of 
the editor in chief, and not Tiger staff 
members. 
I have finally been pushed far 
enough to write-a letter to The Tiger 
after reading yet another commentary 
of thought-provoking, pessimistic 
rhetoric about fraternities and 
Homecoming. These seem to be the 
favorite topics of The Tiger during this 
time of year in order to slander and to 
abuse completely your editorial 
privilege. Considering that The Tiger 
seems to take pride in the fact that it 
plays no active role in supporting 
Homecoming, I guess that you feel 
that you must have something to add 
to the occasion. 
I cannot understand how you can 
lambaste only fraternities for taking 
part in Homecoming each year. There 
are many other groups and 
organizations that participate in the 
display competition, or "pompous 
pageantry" as you chose to label it, 
every year. Tigerama and the 
Homecoming displays are participated 
in and enjoyed by tens of thousands of 
Clemson students, alumni, and fans 
every year. These events are an 
integral part of Clemson Homecoming 
and serve a valuable purpose in uniting 
Clemson students to work together 
every year toward erecting these 
monuments of Tiger spirit. 
Far more people come out to 
Bowman Field and enjoy viewing the 
completed displays than those who 
mourn over the consequences of them 
in the weeks that follow. During the 
week before Homecoming, and even 
months in advance of it, a lot of 
planning and hard work is put into 
designing and constructing the 
displays. Your commentary is a 
horrible corruption of your right as a 
newspaper editor to provoke student 
reaction to issues on campus. 
Homecoming is a totally different 
topic from fraternity rush, but for 
some reason I see that you managed to 
put in your article more yellow press 
about fraternities. I fail to see why The 
Tiger's editorials are always lashing 
out at different groups on campus in 
an attempt to stimulate response. It is 
totally unproductive, and I see no 
purpose in stepping on the toes of 
almost every active group on campus 
as you have done at one time or 
another. 
As for the rather crass comments 
about friends for cash, I remind you 
that fraternities are not a university- 
budgeted organization such as The 
Tiger. The functions they perform are 
entirely sponsored by their members. 
Sometimes I wish that I had more say 
so on where money from my tuition 
went to, seeing many more useful 
places than toward The Tiger. But 
then, again, if we could chop this and 
the next several issues of The Tiger 
into many five-by-five-inch squares and 




In Lisa McClain's account (Sept. 29) 
of my address on Thomas G. Clemson, 
she misunderstood me at one point. 
She wrote: "Alcoholism was also a 
problem for the distraught man." 
Mr. Clemson was no alcoholic. 
In my speech I quoted Mr. Clemson 
as having said that a certain American 
diplomat had been drunk ever since he 
arrived in Brussels. 
E. M. Lander, Jr. 
Alumni Professor of History 
Crude cheers 
I had the privilege of attending the 
Clemson-Georgia game with my son. I 
write this letter as an ardent Clemson 
fan. who has a real interest in seeing 
Clemson win. 
One thing about that game saddened 
me greatly. The language used in some 
of the cheers for Clemson was a very 
poor reflection upon the university. 
One song referred to Georgia as "the 
cesspool of the South," but it seemed 
like the real cesspool was the tongues 
of some of the people cheering. 
It is sad that families cannot go to 
Clemson games without subjecting 
themselves to "hells" and "damns" 
and other crude language. The use of 
such language demonstrates neither 
toughness nor maturity. There are 
sufficient words in the English 
language to cheer one's heart out 
without ever having to resort to words 
which deal with eternal condemnation 
of those who reject Jesus Christ as 
Lord and Saviour. 
Also, I noticed that many students 
did not cheer the cheers with the crude 
language. I believe there would be 
'greater participation on the part of the 
student body and visitors if the quality 
of the cheers was improved. 










Dad's—10-oz. Sirloin $5.09 
(Baked Potatoes or French Fries and Texas Toast) 
Mom's—7-oz. Sirloin $3.79 
(Baked Potatoes or French Frids and Texas Toast) 
Kids—Hamburger, Fries, 
and Drink 99* 
(under 12)      (limit 2 per tamily) 
iGOLOTU 
COMtM, 
l Family Steak House 
123 BYPASS   •   CLEMSON.SC   •   654-9060 
DEBBIE 
PARTNER/MANAGER 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Attention all students interested in 
Allied Health: Physical and Occupational 
Therapy, Dental Hygiene, Cytotech- 
nology, Extracorporal Circulation, 
Technology of Medical Records. Dean 
Benjamin F. Lawson of the College of 
A.N.S., MUSC, will be on campus Oct. 18, 
in room 216 Long Hall, 11 a.m.-l p.m. for 
individual interviews and 3 p.m. for a 
general interest presentation. For more 
information call Ken Wagner at 2416. 
All members of Phi Kappa Phi honor 
society are asked to attend the fall 
business meeting Wednesday, Oct. 12, in 
room 108 Strode Tower, at 4 p.m. The in- 
itiate list will be presented for approval, 
and activities for the semester will be 
planned. Also, nominations for faculty in- 
itiates will be taken at the meeting. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Nice unfurnished duplex: clean, two 
bedrooms, $215 per month, 1.5 miles from 
campus, nice yard. For more information, 
call Richardson Properties at 868-2418. 
College Sweatshirts! Harvard (gray), 
Yale (white), Princeton (navy), Dartmouth 
(kelry), North Carolina (It. blue), USC 
(white), others. $12.50 each postpaid. 
S-M-L-XL. Send check to LMg, Box 317, 
Brookhaven, MS 39601. COD orders call 
1-601-835-1085. 
'74 Ford Galaxie, AT, PS, PB, AC, 
radio, trailer hitch, air shocks, excellent 
running condition—$750. Call 654-6020. 
New credit card! Nobody refused! Also 
VISA/MasterCard. Call 1-805-687-6000, 
ext. C-3405. 
Earn $500 or more each school year. 
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for 
placing posters on campus. Bonus based 
on results. Prizes awarded as well. 
1-800-526-0883. 
Professional haircuts and perms at half 
price. Call Laura at 7862. 
Take off your clothes! Then stroll on 
down to Kisevalter's Clothing Co. and 
buy some new clothes before you get ar- 
rested. 109 College Ave. across from 
Knickerbocker's. 
Avon Products—New sales brochures 
every two weeks. Call Kathleen at 8918. 
University professor and wife with 
strong marriage seek a white, healthy 
newborn to include in their life in a New 
England town. Our child will receive love, 
a secure and happy family life, fine 
medical care, and an excellent education. 
Mother's medical expenses paid. Call col- 
lect and in confidence, 617-863-8055. 
Anyone needing a ride to Ohio over fall 
break contact William F. Stephens, Spring 
Apt.   131,  Rt.  3,  Central,  S.C.  29630. 
House cleaning service. Call Donna at 
654-1276. 
YARD SALE-Oct. 8, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Stove, two refrigerators, household items, 
Bethel Presbyterian Church * Road off 
Hwy. 11 outside of Walhalla. Cancelled if 
raining. 
Ann's Typing Service. Reports, manu- 
scripts, letters, resumes, term papers, 
speeches, etc. Student discounts. Call 
261-3277. 
Support inflation. Send a Tiger Balloon 
to a friend! Call 654-4305. 
Jean's Juice Bar. College Ave. October 
breakfast special—cheese toast, eggs, 
grits $1.25. Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m.- 
3 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 11 a.m.- 
3 p.m. Breakfast and regular menu on 
weekend.  . 
Available immediately: two-bedroom 
furnished apartment. Close to campus. 
654-1719. 
Dependagraphics screen prints shirts 
wholesale for your group or organization. 
Call us or come by for price quotes. 
654-4599. 
A Fall Festival will be held at Clemson 
United Methodist Church on Saturday, 
Oct. 15, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. featuring 
baked goods, canned goods, needle crafts, 
woodworking, holiday items, and lunch. 
PERSONALS 
Capt. Baseline—You struck out—Queen. 
Jim, we love ya in spite of your ill ways,, 
Happy Birthday—the staph. 
Fluff—We're gonna kick your and 
put it in the hole! Ho and Willa. 
S.O.S.! The Kappa Deltas are after me! 
Coach Banks McFadden. 
Big Foot and Queen—Hope you have a 
wonderful anniversary! Love, Smurf. 
Pomp and circumstance. It has nothing 
to do with tomatoes. The Robbie Baker 
Fan Club. 
Happy 20 birthday, Judy! Lots of love, 
Mother, Daddy, Nancy, and Shari. 
Debi, looking forward to a great 
weekend! I love you, Bob. 
Josephine, thank you for caring so 
much. I care, too! I love you! Love, Blue 
Eyes. (Sometimes green.) 
Jamey, a toast to the weekend and 
us—it finally got here! I love surprises, 
but mainly you. Love, "Bright Eyes."x 
Birg—If life hands you cruddy bacon, 
burn it!—Di. 
Hey, Colorado! Wish I could see you 
(every now and then)! Send a letter, 
all right? Love ya, TJC. 
Baby Blue Eyes—You said written con- 
tracts have more meaning. I love you! 
Now the whole world knows. Love always, 
your Babydoll. 
Shawn, Happy anniversary, babe! 
Thanks for the best 3'/2 years of my life! 
Here's to many more—Ditto, Sandy. 
Happy birthday, Marvin G. Carmichael, 
from your hardworking staff. 
Tom Duncan—Happy birthday! SAD. 
Angela, you're the best roommate and 
friend I could ever hope for. Thanks! 
Love, Me. 
MNB—I know that you'll make it 
through. Remember, we're here. Love, 
ASP. 
Happy birthday late, Keel. Love, ASP. 
HOMECOMING -1983 
GO TIGERS-BEAT VA.! 
GOOSENECKS 
BUD-$2.39 6 PAK / $9.49 CASE 
BUD LT.-$2.49 6 PAK / $9.49 CASE 
NAT. LT.-$2.19 6 PAK / $8.49 CASE 
COORS-$2.49 6 PAK / $9.49 CASE 
MILLER-$2.29 6 PAK / $8.99 CASE 
(DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON GOOSENECKS) 
HALF-CASE SPECIALS 
COORS & COORS LT.-$5.29/12 PAK 
NATURAL LIGHT-$5.29/12 PAK 
SCHAEFER-$3.89/12 PAK 
KEGS 
BUD, BUD L.T., MICHELOB, 
COORS & MORE! 
15.5 GAL.-839.50 & DEP. 
7.5 GAL.-S27.50 & DEP. 




Bring this coupon to your 
Clemson PLEZ-U Store 
and enjoy a large bag of 




I 233 PENDLETON RD.   •  BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY  •  6542907 
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Features 
Professor studies ancient scrolls 
By Wendy White 
features editor 
President Ronald Reagan, with 
the support of a number of the 
world's religious leaders, has 
declared 1983 the Year of the Bi- 
ble. But for Clemson's professor 
of history and religion Leonard 
Greenspoon, study of the Bible 
has been a project he has worked 
on since his college days at Har- 
vard University. 
Greenspoon's work centers 
around the translation and text 
criticism of ancient versions of 
the Bible. Written in an assort- 
ment of languages, including 
Greek, Hebrew, and Latin, these 
translations will aid Greenspoon 
with the main objective of his 
research: piecing together at 
least part of the original version 
of the Bible. 
"We don't have any books of 
the Bible as they were originally 
written down. All we have to go 
by are copies," Greenspoon said. 
"I think it, is possible to work 
through all of these copies to get 
closer to the earliest form of the 
text." 
Greenspoon is a linquist (He is 
fluent in many ancient languages.), 
and he uses his knowledge in his 
study of the ancient manuscripts. 
"Some people have a block on 
learning languages and are amazed 
that I know so many," Greenspoon 
said. "I'm amazed at people who 
know computer language." 
For the past nine years, Green- 
spoon has focused his studies 
primarily on the book of Joshua. 
And, while the task may seem 
photo by Mary Owens 
Professor of history and religion Leonard Greenspoon finds his work of studying ancient versions 
of the Bible "fascinating." 
uninteresting to many, Greens- 
poon said he finds his work 
fascinating. 
"There are lots of versions of 
the Bible, and there are dif- 
ferences in all of them." Green- 
spoon said. "As scholars look at 
more manuscripts, they have a 
better understanding of the Bible 
and the way it was composed." 
The general rule of thumb for 
translating Biblical passages is 
"the shortest and most difficult 
reading is usually the closest to 
the original," Greenspoon said. 
This past July, Greenspoon 
traveled to Jerusalem, where he 
spent a month studying the au- 
thentic manuscripts of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls. The Scrolls, which 
were discovered by a shepherd 
by accident in 1947, are preserved 
in a museum where Greenspoon 
obtained special permission to 
study them. He studied the por- 
tions of the Scrolls dealing with 
the book of Joshua. 
Greenspoon was able to go to 
Jerusalem because of a faculty 
research grant, which helped pay 
the expenses of the trip. He has 
been given four such grants to 
help in his research on the book 
of   Joshua,   and   he   recently 
published a book entitled "Tex- 
tual Studies in the Book of 
Joshua" with the help of a 
research grant. 
Greenspoon said his stay in the 
city was peaceful, despite the 
unstable relationship which ex- 
ists there between the Arabs and 
the Jews. 
"There were soldiers every- 
where, and the people were very 
security conscious; but I never 
felt I was in any danger," he said. 
While in Jerusalem Greenspoon 
stayed at the W. F. Albright In- 
stitute of Archaeological 
Research and was able to par- 
ticipate in several archaeological 
digs. 
Greenspoon said he feels the 
study of archaeology is impor- 
tant to his work. "It gives us a 
broader perspective for under- 
standing Biblical material," he 
said. "For example, we learn 
what the people lived like." 
Greenspoon's study of the 
fragments of Joshua found in the 
Scrolls is aimed at trying to 
understand the differences be- 
tween the text used by the Dead 
Sea community and later ver- 
sions of the text. It will also help 
him in writing a history of the 
book of Joshua, which he plans to 
do sometime in the future. 
Some of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
exist only in small fragments, 
Greenspoon said, so it is nec- 
essary to study the actual pieces 
of the manuscript rather than 
photographs of them in order to 
get an accurate translation.   _ 
"An infinitesimally small dot 
could be very important to the 
translation," he said. 
Greenspoon feels that it is im- 
portant for people to have a 
translation of the Bible which is 
as close to the original as possi- 
ble. "The individual ought to 
have a Bible which reflects the 
ancient text as best it can, and 
thus allows the individual to 
make his own interpretation. It 
also gives him the whole Bible, 
not a condensed or pharaphrased 
version. In a paraphrased or con- 
densed version, someone else has 
decided what is important for 
you to know," he said. 
Greenspoon's study of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls is not yet com- 
plete, and he hopes to go back to 
Jerusalem to study the manu- 
scripts again, only next time for 
at least a year. 
Tigerama highlights Homecoming week 
by Kavin Taylor 
staff writer 
A lot has changed since 
Tigerama started 27 years ago. 
From its inception, Tigerama, 
the annual homecoming pageant, 
has done exactly what it wanted 
to do—be "the annual highlight of 
the homecoming season." 
Tigerama has been sponsored 
through the past by different 
organizations, though Blue Key 
has always been one of them. 
Jointly with Blue Key, sponsors 
have been the Alumni Center, 
WSBF, an Taps. This year, the 
sponsors are Blue Key and 
WSBF. 
Originally, the homecoming 
queen was not crowned at 
Tigerama. Instead, a Miss 
Tigerama was crowned, and she 
reigned over the homecoming 
festivities. The first Miss 
Tigerama, Diane Austin, carried 
what the Tiger deemed 'vital 
statistics'of 371/4-23-37. 
Following Tigerama was the 
Homecoming Ball. After the first 
Tigerama, the featured band was 
"Stan Kenton and his world- 
famous band." 
Climaxing Tigerama '57 was a 
fireworks display that "would be 
noted for its beauty rather than 
its noise." 
The original celebration 
featured 10 skits. Five were 
cooperating groups like the band 
and drill teams, while the remain- 
ing five were picked from campus 
organizations. 
The winner of the skit competi- 
tion took home $75, while second 
place took $50. Third place 
received $25. Compare this with 
this year's winning purse of 
$450, and you can see just one of 
the ways Tigerama has changed. 
Besides giving out more 
money, Tigerama takes in more 
money. The early productions 
were not money-making opera- 
tions, but present Tigeramas 
bring in enough money that they 
can donate money to worthy 
causes, like scholarships funds, 
the library, and the Visitor's 
Center. 
And admission prices have 
changed. Twenty-seven years 
ago, students were admitted free 
if they showed a full-time ac- 
tivities card, while others had to 
pay   49<t,   unless   they   were 
Building floats on Bowman field has been a long time Homecoming tradition. photo by Richard Baldwin 
children; then they paid 25<t. 
Children under 10 were admitted 
free. 
And though it is now safe to 
say there will always be a 
Tigerama, it hasn't been so in the 
past. In fact, the original one 
almost did not make it out of the 
planning stage, owing to what a 
Tiger editorial called "a lack of 
interest shown by a good number 
of students. But after it over- 
came its original problems, stu- 
dents were warned to buy their 
tickets in advance because huge 
crowds were expected, and if 
Tigerama was late starting, the 
dance would be late too. 
"TIGERAMA ha grown from 
a feeble infant to a lusty young 
giant," an early editorial said. It 
still holds true. 
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Air Force ROTC cadets visit Washington 
by Dave McMinn 
staff writer 
Last Wednesday, 31 Air Force 
ROTC cadets departed Clemson 
in a chartered bus for a 12-hour 
ride to Washington, D.C. 
Pay one 
After a 7:30 breakfast, the 
cadets traveled to the Goddard 
Space Flight Center to tour the 
museum and listen to a briefing 
on the Center's satellite monitor- 
ing operations facilities. They 
learned that Goddard tracked all 
space-bound objects and was a 
relay station for all space com- 
munications (such as returning 
information from the space probe 
Voyager). 
Afterwards, they visited the 
Washington Monument and read 
the huge letters of the 
Gettysburg Address, etched in 
stone at the Lincoln Memorial. 
At noon, they traveled to nearby 
Andrews AFB for lunch and to 
tour the flight line. Then, the 
cadets returned to Boiling to 
change into Air Force uniforms. 
At 2 p.m. they met with Senator 
Strom Thurmond, who entertained 
them with Clemson history and 
old war stories. 
"I'm very happy you all are in 
ROTC," Thurmond said. "I'm 
just very proud that someone 
has taken an interest in preserv- 
ing this fine nation." 
Colonel Lewis Jordan, who has 
met Thurmond on numerous occa- 
sions, said: "Senator Thurmond 
is truly a great man. Because of 
him, South Carolina's rich 
history is not forgotten; because 
of him, 20th century South 
Carolina history is being made." 
Very pleased with their recep- 
tion, the students thanked 
Thurmond for his time and walked 
down the hall to the Senate 
Chambers. Inside, Senators 
Robert Dole and Pat Moynihan 
debated a bill from the House. 
The day concluded with dinner 
at the Boiling Officer's Club, 
where cadets and chaperones ate 
Mongolian Beef. 
Day two 
The next day, all cadets, 
chaperones, and officers visited 
the White House and the Pentagon, 
dined, and were permitted to 
view the office of General Gabriel 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Un- 
fortunately, General Gabriel was 
in Europe; but Colonel Jordan, 
who once worked in the Pentagon 
as a protocol officer, conducted 
the tour. After eating supper, 
they toured Washington and 
Georgetown. 
Day three 
For   several   hours,   cadets 
An Air Force ROTC cadet is 
made to Washington by a group 
toured the Museums of Natural 
History, Contemporary Art, 
American Art, African Art, 
Science and Industry, Tech- 
nology, and of course, the Air 
and Space Museum at the 
Smithsonian Institute. 
photo by Dave McMinn. 
greeted by South Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond during a visit 
of 31 cadets last week. 
^ Arlington National Cemetery 
was next on the agenda, and the 
cadets visited the gravesite of 
President John F. Kennedy. At 
3 p.m., they witnessed the chang- 
ing of the guard at the Tomb of 
the Unknown Soldier. 
"The entire trip was a very sen- 
timental experience," said Major 
Frazier. "The monuments we 
saw really stand for something in 
America, and the people we met 
make decisions about our lives 
every day." 
Dive into excitement 
write Features for The Tiger 
Pfc In Pay Shoos© 
Men's NuBuck leather 
outdoor boot has lug sole. Blonde 
Men's suede leather outdoor boot has good 
year welt construction. Brown with red 
Both styles: 
Boys' 8V2-3, reg. $19.97...$14 
Children's 5-8, 
reg. $14.97...$10 
Men's & boy's 
sport socks... 1/3 off 
123 Bypass • Clemson 
Sale prices good thru Sun. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and open Sun. 1-6pm. 
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Movie "FWl," Oct. 11,7 and 9:15 p.m., 
$1 with ID. 
Oct. 13 is Molson Night! Prizes! 
Featuring "Spivey & Spiegel," 
8 p.m.-12. FREE! 
Your Equal Opportunity Night Club 
presents "Male Shorts contest," 
Oct. 14. Win $100. 
Win $50 for redesigning the back of 
Edgar's T-shirt! Entries should be 
in black ink on white paper. 
Deadline Oct. 20. 
! 
Nut Hut Offer! 
This week only- 
IOC off any 
Nut Hut Mix. 










"To Catch a Thief," Oct. 9, 8 p.m. 
FREE with University ID. 
"The Man from Snowy River," 
Oct. 13-15, 7 & 9:15 p.m., $1.50. 
"Murder by Death," Oct. 16,8 p.m., 
FREE 
Monday Classic: "Oliver" Oct. 17, 
8 p.m., $1 
Short Courses: 
Beginning Rock Climbing, Brevard, N.C., 
Oct. 13,15; $10 includes transportation and equipment. 
Alcohol Awareness, Oct. 11,18, 25; 7-8 p.m. FREE. 
Bridal Seminar, Oct. 19, 26, Nov. 2, 9,16, 30; 
7-8:30 p.m. $3. Sign up by Oct. 12. 
Beginning Breadmaking, Nov. 3, 7-10 p.m.; 
$4. Sign up by Oct. 27. 
Copyright it Yourself, Nov. 7; 7-8 p.m.; FREE! 






Win a case of beer! 
Thursday, Oct. 20, 8 p.m. 
in Edgar's Double Elimination, 
50C entry fee. 
Sign up at Edgar's! 
Travel: 
Oktoberfest in walhalla, S.C. 
Saturday, Oct. 15,10:45 a.m- 
7 p.m. $4 includes 
transportation and admission. 
Sign up at information Desk! 
CDCC Presents: 
"Albert Collins and 
the ice Breakers/' 
Jazz and Blues, 
Thursday, Oct. 21, 




with Bob Hope, 
with guests Eddie 
Rabbit, Aldo Cella, 
and the 4:30 
Thursday Singers! 
Tickets at union 
Box Office. 
NT-Shirtsare on sale %^ now! 
Flying home for Turkey Day? 
Flights are reserved to Newark, 
La Cuardia, Washington National, 
and Philadelphia. Shuttle 
service to creenville- 
Spartanburg Airport. Sign up 
at information Desk or 
Travel Center—Mon.-Fri. 
1-4 p.m., Phone 2463. 
Alabama Shakespeare 
Festival presents: The Comedy 
of Errors, Oct. 13, 8 p.m. in 
Tillman Auditorium. Tickets 
$5/students, $6/public 
at union Box Office. 





Tuesday, Oct. 11, and 
Tuesday, Oct. 18, 
6:45-9:30 p.m. in 
union Board Room. 
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Entertainment 
Cenfer Sfage 
Group leader sees 'period of transition' 
photo by Mary Owens 
Gisele Gathings, president of the University Gospel Choir, 
enjoys many aspects of music. 
by Julie Ellington 
staff writer 
The Clemson University Gospel Choir 
specializes in singing contemporary gospel music 
throughout the local area and surrounding states, 
according to Gisele Gathings, the organization's 
president. 
"The group is fairly young," Gathings said. "It 
developed about five years ago from some of the 
community churches." 
Gathings has been involved in the group since 
1980, when she was a freshman. "It happened to be 
the group that I got involved in right away," she 
said. She directed the choir from 1980 to 1983, 
before attaining her curent position of president and 
assistant directress. 
As president, her duties include "making sure 
things go smoothly and helping the choir achieve 
what it wants to do." 
Gathings, a senior industrial engineering major 
originally from Rock Hill, is also a member of the 
University Chorus. She gained experience in 
musical theater work when she was in the produc- 
tion of "Working" last spring. 
"Being in that play really made me want to go 
on the stage and do more productions here at Clem- 
son," she said. "But my time is so limited I devote 
myself mostly to the Gospel Choir." 
The group is going through a period of transi- 
tion now. "We have a lot of people in new positions, 
and they are trying to get used to their new jobs," 
she said. "We are also trying to build ourselves by 
getting new members." 
"Right now there are about 65 to 70 members," 
she said. "We always have a big turnout at the 
beginning of each year, but usually only about 35 
people stay with it from year to year. The new 
members this year have been really dedicated, 
though, and have stayed with the group." 
Gathings said she believes this year's group has 
the promise to be the best one yet. "We have prob- 
lems just like any other organization, but we do 
work them out. Our one big goal this year is unity. 
We want to make everything go smoothly. The 
group can't produce to its maximum unless every- 
one puts in 100 percent." 
The only requirements for joining the choir are 
"a desire to sing and work hard," she said. 
"Everybody in the choir contributes something." 
The group publicizes its concert schedule in a 
variety of ways. "We put up flyers on campus, get 
them announced on the radio, and in the Minority 
Council's newsletter," she said. "Most of our fall 
concerts are on Sundays. During spring, we plan to 
travel to some of the other colleges in the area." 
Gathings has always been involved in music, 
but she doesn't limit herself to just gospel music. "I 
like to write my own music—gospel, contemporary, 
soul, jazz, and clasical," she said. She also plays 
guitar and piano. 
She said she hopes to do some work in the pro- 
fessional music industry after she graduates, par- 
, ticularly in the fields of production and writing. "I 
want to get married and have a family," she said. 
"But first I want to work at music and get my in- 
dustrial engineering career started." 
Gathings is pleased with the way the Gospel 
Choir is going this year. "We work hard, and I 
believe that it shows in our performance," she said. 
"I'd really like to see the group grow, and I'm sure it 
will. I think that this year and in years to come, peo- 
ple are going to hear a lot more from us." 
'Pictures on a String' could leave listeners comatose 
by Kavin Taylor 
staff writer 
All right boys and girls. Can 
you say 'bad'? Can you say 'real 
bad'? Can you say 'Comateens'? 
I don't care if you don't want to. 
Say it and get it out of your 
system. 
Actually, side A of the album is 
not that bad. In fact, with a little 
listening, you might get used to 
it. Sort of like how you get used 
to a headache. And, if you're really 
strange, you might even begin to 
enjoy it. 
The three members of the 
group, Lyn Byrd, and brothers; 
Nic and Oliver North seem to 
have taken a minimal of talent, 
and stretched it for all it's worth 
(to them). 
They've also taken several dif- 
ferent styles of music, and forced 
them together in such a way that 
you feel a little confused as to 
what is going on. 
Comateens have taken the ex- 
uberance of the new music, slop- 
ped in a generous supply of artifi- 
cial percussion, sneaked in a little 
sixties psychedalia, and turned 
them all into the same sound. 
Reg/onaf Notes 
Soul artist in Greensboro 
And it all started out so good. 
"Get Off My Case" makes me 
believe that Disco never really 
died, it just sort of went into 
hiding, and comes out in drag 
every once in a while. 
But I do have to give credit to 
Lyn Byrd. She does have a good, 
sultry voice. She can almost save 
some of the songs. Songs like 
"Uptown." In fact, if Connie 
Francis were dead, I'd swear she 
had been re-incarnated, at least 
for this song. 
But "Uptown" is the only 
reason for listening to side B, 
which lacks originality. The group 
seems to have recorded a guitar 
back beat, plugged in a few syn- 
thesized sounds, juggled some 
lyrics, and called it "Ice 
Machine" on Side A, and "Cin- 
namon" and "Desert Song" on 
side B. 
Come on kids. "Can't you see 
it?" Get your act together before 
we all become comatose. 
The "king of Punk Funk," Rick James is com- 
ing to the Greensboro Coliseum Complex Oct. 7. 
New Edition, Kurtis Blow, Mary Jane Girls, and 
The Stone City Band will appear with James. 
Tickets are $10 and $12. 
Recording artist Al Jarreau "will perform 
Oct. 14, at 8 p.m. Jarreau, who had the hit song 
"Mornin," won a Grammy award last year. Ticket 
prices are $10.50 and $12.50. 
Country fans have something to look forward to 
when the Oak Ridge Boys appear at the complex. 
Louise Mandrell and Atlanta will also perform at 
the Oct. 30 concert. The show begins at 7 p.m., and 
tickets are $10 and $12. 
The Warehouse Theater 
"What the Butler Saw" is being presented by 
Greenville's Warehouse Theatre. The comedy, by 
Joe Orton, is a modern farce about a psychiatrist, 
his wife, and his search for an assistant. The play is 
being presented Oct. 7 and 8. Tickets are $5.50. Call 
235-6948 for more information. 
Carolina Coliseum 
Iron Maiden is appearing at the Coliseum 
Oct. 12, at 8 p.m. Tickets for the concert are $10.50 
and $11.50. 
The Oak Ridge Boys are performing at the Col- 
iseum Oct. 28. The country music begins at 8 p.m. 
Ticket prices are $10 and $12. 
; A night of southern music is being presented by 
the Charlie Daniel's Band and the Marshall Tucker 
Band. The concert is scheduled for Oct. 30, at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $11.50 and $12.50. 
Stevie Nicks and Joe Walsh will present a con- 
cert on Oct. 21. More.information will be released 
later. 
To order tickets from the coliseum, send a 
cashier's check or money order plus a $1 service 
charge to: The Carolina Coliseum, P.O. Box 11515, 
Columbia, S.C. 29211. Include a self-addressed 
envelope. For more information call 777-5111. 
Charlotte Coliseum 
The coliseum has several concerts coming up in 
the next month. Stevie Nicks and Joe Walsh will 
perform Oct. 22. On Oct. 16, the Talking Heads will 
be "burning down the house" in Charlotte. Former 
Commodore Lionel Richie and the Pointer Sisters 
present a concert Nov. 6. Call (704) 372-3600 for 
more information. 
The Fox Theater 
The Talking Heads continue their concert tour 
with a performance at the Fox Theater in Atlanta. 
The concert is scheduled for Oct. 19. Call (404) 
881-1977 for ticket information. 
Omni 
The Police will appear at the Omni for two con- 
certs. The first concert, scheduled for Nov. 2, has 
already been sold out. A second concert is scheduled 
for the next night, Nov. 3. 
One of the hottest groups on the charts, the 
Police has already had two hits from its latest 
album "Sychronicity." For more information call 
(404) 681-2100. 
_        .   .    .   : ... ■. ■ 
Take Two 
Homecoming here 
By Bob Adams 
entertainment editor 
Once again, the biggest 
weekend of the fall semester has 
arrived—Homecoming. 
Complete with pageantry, 
celebrities, and all-night work on 
the displays, Homecoming 
creates a feeling of excitement 
for most students. But, why do 
they call it Homecoming? 
According to the Random 
House Dictionary, homecoming 
is "a return to one's home; an an- 
nual event held by a university 
for visiting alumni." If it is sup- 
posed to be for the alumni, or 
those who are returning home, 
then why is the focus placed 
upon the present students? 
After all, who really enjoys 
Homecoming the most? The 
students do, of course. I'm not 
saying that Homecoming should 
be for the alumni only; I'm just 
asking why it is called Homecom- 
ing if it is so much more for the 
students. 
Celebration, Student Festival, 
or The Big Party are possibili- 
ties. However, the plain and sim- 
ple fact is that they do not sound 
nearly as impressive. So maybe 
that is why they call it 
Homecoming. 
Who is elected Miss Homecom- 
ing each year? A student. Who 
builds all of those amazing 
displays each year? Students. 
Wouldn't it be interesting if Miss 
Homecoming was chosen from a 
collection of returning alumnae? 
Or what would it look like if all of 
those members of IPTAY had to 
work day and night to complete 
the displays? 
Maybe, it is a celebration for 
the alumni, since they can simply 
enjoy the marvels of Homecom- 
ing. They were students at one 
time, and they probably put in 
their share of time with Home- 
coming while they were here. So I 
guess we won't have to change 
the name after all. 
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Free civilian flying lessons 
A starting salary of more than $17,000 
Being a Marine Corps Officer can open the door to opportunities you 
may have thought were beyond your reach. It helped Marine Officer 
Charles Bolden become a NASA astronaut. And if you're willing to make 
the commitmentrit could help you also. You can get started while you're    Immediately upon graduation you coukl become a Marine Officer. It s 
in college with our undergraduate officer commissioning program. You      your choice. Maybe you're the kind of man we re looking for. 
could take advantage of getting: 
■ $100 a month while in school 
■ Freshmen and Sophomores train 
during two six-week summer sessions 
each paying more than $1100 
■ Juniors train in one ten-week summer 
session and earn more than $1900 
We want you 
to go as fat 
as you can. 
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Sports 
Injury-ridden booters 9-0-1, undefeated 
by Alan Cannon 
sports editor 
The Clemson soccer team picked 
up two wins this past week, but 
injuries put the second-ranked 
Tigers in a tight situation going 
into this weekend's contest with 
South Carolina. 
The Tigers, 9-0-1 overall, picked 
up a 3-1 victory over 13th- 
ranked Connecticut Sunday 
afternoon and shut out the 
Erskine Flying Fleet 3-0 
Wednesday night, but injuries to 
regular starters Maxwell 
Amatisiro, Adubarie Otorubio, 
Eric Eichmann, and David Torris 
will put considerable pressure on 
the Clemson bench when Clem- 
son faces the South Carolina 
Gamecocks Sunday and hosts 
the 10th annual Clemson Invita- 
tional tournament next weekend. 
Connecticutt 
According to head coach I. M. 
Ibrahim, the Connecticut 
Huskies came out at the begin- 
ning of Sunday's contest and at- 
tacked like "gangbusters," 
pressuring the Clemson defense 
and keeping the ball in Tiger 
territory. 
"They put a real barrage on our 
defense," Ibrahim said. "They 
had four substitutes that they 
ran in and out of the game con- 
stantly, and they kept the pace 
fast and the pressure on, run- 
ning, running, running. 
"But they didn't finish very 
well," he said, "and our defense 
did a very good job. 
Gary Conner opened the scor- 
ing for the Tigers at the 28:38 
mark in the first half when he put 
away an Eichmann shot that had 
bounced off the crossbar. 
Chuck Nash extended Clem- 
son's lead to 2-0 early in the sec- 
ond half on an assist from Pete 
Stebbins, and Connor scored the 
final Clemson goal later in the 
game when he tapped in a John 
Lee cross. Amatisiro had lobbed 
the ball over the Huskie defense 
to Lee, who in turn made the 
assist to Conner. 
Connecticut threatened 
throughout the game, but could 
not turn the offensive pressure 
into a goal until Greg Barger 
scored on an assist from 
Christopher Heath. 
"We were fortunate to come 
out with a win," Ibrahim said. 
"Connecticut is an excellent 
team." 
Erskine 
Clemson returned home 
Wednesday night for a match 
with Erskine, and the Tigers 
came out of the beginning of the 
game with intense offensive 
pressure that resulted in two 
early goals. 
But as the game wore on, in- 
juries and replacements from the 
bench altered the rhythm of the 
Clemson attack, and the Tigers 
could muster only one more goal 
before settling for the 3-0 win. 
"During the first 10 minutes," 
he said, "we could have beaten 
any team in the country. But by 
making the substitutions for the 
injured players, I disrupted the 
pace of the game. 
The Tigers missed two distinct 
scoring opportunities during the 
first 10 minutes of the game, but 
continued offensive pressure 
kept the ball on the Erskine side 
of the field. 
Charlie Morgan starts the 
night. 
At tne 35:15 mark of the first 
half, John Lee opened the scoring 
for the game with a header on an 
assist from Chuck Nash. Two 
minutes later, Lee crossed to 
Conner, who headed the ball to 
Nash, who in turn headed in the 
second Clemson goal. 
Erskine began to threaten later 
in the second half, and Tiger 
goalie Jamie Swanner stopped 
the most serious Flying Fleet at- 
tempt when he dove on the ball 
after it had bounced around the 
penalty area in front of the Clem- 
son goal for several seconds. 
photo by Dan Snipes 
ball moving upfield in the Tigers' 3-0 shutout of ErsKine Wednesday 
Morgan stretched the Clemson 
lead to 3-0 when he took the ball 
deep into Erskine territory and 
drilled it into the right corner of 
the net. 
"We played really pizzazzy 
soccer tonight," Ibrahim said 
after the game. "We've got a 
very good soccer team. We have 
a good blend of old and young 
players, but the trouble is that all 
the old players are hurt." 
Next week 
Against Erskine, Otorubio rein- 
jured a groin pull he sustained 
earlier in the season, and 
Eichmann caught an Erskine 
player's elbow in the face. Torris 
severely injured his ankle, but 
the extent of the damage was not 
known at the time. 
Amatisiro was hurt in the Con- 
necticut contest. 
"If we aren't healthy next 
week," Ibrahim said, "we could 
be in for a lot of trouble." 
The Tigers will face South 
Carolina Sunday afternoon, and 
will host the Clemson Invita- 
tional next Friday and Sunday. 
Netters second in own tourney 
photo by Rob Biggerstatf 
Freshman Lawson Duncan rolls toward a forehand during the 
recent Clemson Invitational. 
by Alan Cannon 
sports editor 
The men's tennis team hosted 
its fall tournament this past 
weekend, finishing second to 
tournament champion Georgia. 
The Bulldogs finished first 
with 26 total points, while the 
Tigers accumulated 21 points for 
the runner-up honors. Despite 
the second-place finish, head 
coach Chuck Kriese said he was 
pleased with his team's progress 
up to this point of the fall season. 
"The only thing I see is that we* 
had a solid performance," Kriese 
said of the Tigers' performance 
last weekend. "We had a lot of 
good things happen to us, and 
everybody on our team is playing 
better tennis as a result of this 
tournament." 
Clemson picked up one doubles 
championship in the tournament, 
and along with placing three 
players in the singles quarter- 
finals, had one player win the 
consolation title in singles play. 
Rick Rudeen and Andy Krantz 
won the doubles title for the 
event with a 4-6, 7-6 (7-5), 6-2 
win over Allen Miller and 
Michael Pernfas of Georgia in the 
finals. 
"(Rudeen and Krantz) were be- 
ing dominated in the first set," 
Kriese said, "and they didn't 
seem to be doing anything about it., 
"But Rudeen showed a lot of 
leadership and got Krantz fired 
up," he said. "And Krantz was 
devastating the last half of the 
second set and the entire third 
set. He just took over the 
match." 
The pairing of Rudeen and 
Krantz may not be permanent, 
however. Kriese said the two 
have to learn to play all the time 
as agressively as they did in that 
final. 
"In order for them to jell," 
Kriese said, "they have to play 
as agressively as they did in 
those final two sets." 
Krantz and Rudeen weren't the 
only doubles team that played in 
this weekend tournament. Frooman 
and Gregg Cooper reached the 
quarterfinals, but lost to Miller 
and Pernfas 4-6, 1-6. 
In the second round, 
Matuszewski and freshman 
Brandon Walters lost to Paul 
Varga and Paul McGee of Ken- 
tucky, 6-7, 3-6. 
Richard Matuszewski, who lost 
in the first round of singles play, 
went on to the finals of the con- 
solation draw, where he defeated 
Philip Johnson of Georgia 6-0, 
6-2. 
According to Kriese, 
Matuszewski's performance in 
the consolation round was 
"awesome." 
Freshman Lawson Duncan 
went all the way to the quarter- 
finals of the main draw of singles 
before falling to Steffan Erickson 
of Minnesota, 4-6, 3-6. Matt 
Frooman lost 3-6, 1-6 to Adam 
Abele of Purdue on the quarter- 
final round, and Rick Rudeen fell 
in the quarterfinals 3-6, 1-6 to 
Pernfas. 
Kriese said that the team has 
found in Frooman "another 
player who can compete for one 
of the top positions. 
"For the last two or three 
weeks," Kriese said, "he's been 
great at coming back to matches. 
"In his last four challenge 
matches," Kriese said, "he's 
been down 2-0 and come back to 
win three of them in five sets. 
We've started calling him "the 
Comeback Kid." 
In singles play, Andy 
Gondelman fell to Pernfos in the 
third round 2-6, 1-6 after 
defeating David Blackstone of 
Minnesota, 6-3, 6-4, and Varga, 
6-4, 6-3. 
According to Kriese, this year's 
team must work hard to develop 
agression and a killer instinct, 
especially when crucial matches 
are close. 
"I always tell our team that we 
don't usually win on our talent," 
Kriese said. "We win on our 
agressive instincts. 
"I'm not disappointed with our 
performance this weekend," he 
said. "We've just got to keep 
working hard, filling in holes, and 
we'll be a great team." 
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Spikers drop first ACC game 
by Cheryl Albert 
staff writer 
The Tiger volleyball team con- 
tinued its losing woes this past 
week, after being shut-out at the 
Carolina Classic and outman- 
uevered in its first conference 
match of the season. 
The Tigers lost all three of 
their matches at the Carolina 
Classic in Columbia over the 
weekend to fall to 3-12 for the 
season. 
In the opening match, Clemson 
lost to Western Carolina and 
followed with losses to South 
Florida and Mississippi. 
"It's really weird," Coach 
Margie Wessel said after the 
Classic. "We seem to play just 
one or two good games a match. 
The girls are starting to lose their 
confidence." 
The Lady Spikers extended 
their losing record to 3-13 Tues 
day when they traveled to Chapel 
Hill, N.C., to play the defending 
Atlantic Coast Conference cham- 
pion North Carolina. 
"We played better in this game 
than we have been, but we're still 
not playing up to our potential," 
Wessel said after the loss. 
Clemson lost to North Carolina 
in four games, 8-15, 3-15,18-16, 
4-15. "We gave them the first 
two games without a fight," 
Wessel said. "We were lucky to 
get any points in the fourth game 
after spotting them eight right 
off the bat." 
Coach Wessel does not believe 
that North Carolina, or any of the 
teams played thus far, are any 
better than the Tigers. "We just 
haven't been able to put it all 
together yet," she said. "Things 
aren't falling into place." 
Coach Wessel said she does feel 
that at least two of the girls have 
it together now. "Our center and 
team leader, senior Trish Miketa, 
is really doing the job for us out 
there," she said. Also playing 
well, according to Wessel is 
freshman Denise Murphy. "Denise 
has turned into one of our top 
defensive players," she said. 
"The girls have to start play- 
ing together and communicating 
with each other," Wessel said. 
"It's becoming disheartening." 
Wessel feels that the team 
needs to play and defeat an equal 
or superior team to build its 
confidence. 
The Tigers will have the oppor- 
tunity to do just that this 
weekend when they travel to 
Talahassee, Fla. to play in the 
Florida State Invitational. 
"If we play well, we should do 
okay," Wessel said. "The girls' 
performance will just depend on 
how badly they want to win." 
a ia m - u       u Tigers run third in Virginia meet 
by Emily Eitel 
staff writer 
"Flynn ran well," Narewski said, "and Lelieveld 
ran well, but no one else ran like we needed them to 
for us to finish second, where we wanted to finish in 
The men's cross country team finished third in this race." 
the Virginia Invitational this past weekend, scoring        Clemson coach Stan Narewski said his team s 
84 points behind winner East Tennessee State's 26 finish was "disappointing," but that he will have a 
and Wake Forest's 63. better idea of where the Tigers stand when regulars 
"We didn't run too well out there," Narewski Hans Koelman and Stijn Jaspers return to the 
said. "I don't know if we went up there and saw the lineup next week. 
hills and panicked or what, but we didn't get the job        "They've both been in training,   he said,   but 
done." they've   both   been   nursing   some   injuries   and 
Martin Flynn paced the Tigers with a seventh- soreness. Koelman pulled a hamstring over the sum- 
place finish and a 24:50 clocking on the 5 kilometer mer.and Stijn aggravated an Achille's tendon.' 
course, while Wybo Lelieveld finished 10th with a        "This weekend will give us a chance to look at 
2510 time them and see how they're doing," he said. 
Iain Campbell finished 14th with 25:15; Andy Oct. 15, the Tigers will host the Clemson Invita- 
West finished 25th with 25:40; and Jeff deAlmeida tional at the Boscobel Golf Course in Pendleton. The 




RISKS IS YOUR 
GREATEST RISK. 
A lot of people think 
cancer is unbeatable. 
That simply isn't true. 
In fact, over two million 
people have had cancer 
and survived to lead 
happy, normal lives. 
And not only can 
cancer be beaten, it can 
also be prevented. 
There are definite 
precautions that have been 
proven to decrease your 
risk of getting certain 
cancers. 
Ask your local 
American Cancer Society 
to send you a free booklet 
about cancer risks. 
Learn the facts about 
cancer. 
And make not know- 




How you live may save your life. 
• » 
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New Ragg Sweaters & Chamois Shirts 
In Stock 
COMPLETE LINE OF 
LIGHTWEIGHT HIKING BOOTS 
APPALACHIAN TRAIL 
OUTFITTERS 
201 COLLEGE AVE. • 654-1737 
Golfers finish second 
by Cheryl Albert 
staff writer 
After spending the summer 
without playing competitive 
golf, the Tiger golfers were a lit- 
tle slow getting started at their 
fall opener in the Augusta Col- 
lege Invitational. The first day 
of action left the team looking 
at an eighth-place standing. 
"We threw away a lot of 
shots that first day," coach 
Larry Penley said. "I wouldn't 
call it the jitters, but you could 
definitely tell we hadn't played 
competitively in a while." 
Clemson did have one bright 
spot that first round, and that 
was junior Mitch Ralston, who 
shot a 69. "If Mitch had not 
had that big round," Penley 
said, "we would have been in 
worse shape." 
The second round of the tour- 
nament was much better for the 
Tigers, though, and the margin 
between Clemson and the leaders 
was decreased. "We jumped 
back up into third, 10 shots 
behind North Carolina and two 
behind South Carolina," Penley 
said. "Before the day we were 
15 behind North Carolina. I was 
real pleased with the way our 
people came back." 
Clemson finished the second 
round with a team score of 283, 
which proved to be the second 
lowest round in the tournament. 
The Tigers' major comeback 
occurred on the first 9 holes of 
the third and final round. "We 
were playing pretty steady, but 
North Carolina was playing 
poorly," Penley said. "At that 
point I thought we had a chance 
to win, but then John Inman 
[UNC All-American] got his act 
together, and we fell back." 
Clemson finished second in 
the tournament with a team 
score of 874, seven shots behind 
North Carolina. South Carolina 
finished third with a total of 
878. 
"Our guys worked hard and 
came back." Penley said. "I 
can't fault their effort at all. A 
key to good golf is to not let one 
bad hole bother you. It's the 
same way for rounds in a tour- 
nament." 
"After our first day we could 
have folded and had a sorry 
tournament," he said. "Instead 
we bounced back and played the 
way we're capable of playing. 
"We didn't play as well as we 
can," he said, "but we played 
good as a team. And we'll get 
better. 
"I feel like we're as good or 
even better than North Carolina, 
and they're probably going to 
be ranked third in the nation," 
Penley said. "I think we're go- 
ing to have another good season." 
The Tigers will next see ac- 
tion on the weekend of Oct. 13-15, 
when they will compete in the 
Iron Duke Classic. 
Penley says his main problem 
will be deciding which five 
players to take. "It's a pleasant 
problem to have, but it may be 
hard to keep everybody happy 
all the time," he said. "We'll 
just be putting them in tour- 
naments and seeing how they 
play. 
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Runner wears many hats 
by Marcy Posey 
staff 'writer 
When Judith Shepherd 
graduated from high school in 
Glasgow, Scotland, she was un- 
sure about her career, so she 
signed up with the police force. 
But she soon discovered that 
the routine job of enforcing the 
law was not the life she wanted. 
"I didn't enjoy the job," she 
said. "I lost a lot of my personality 
in that dark blue uniform. It was 
sad to see the criminals and the 
lives they led." 
After nine months of police 
work, Judith became a librarian, 
but that was not for her, either. 
It was time for Judith to move 
on, but she had few options. 
Brigham Young University 
tried to recruit her for its cross- 
country tream, but its strictness 
made her not accept the offer. 
Finally, at the age of 22, Judith 
arrived at Clemson to become a 
member of the cross-country 
team. 
She based her decision on a 
recommendation from teammate 
Carrie Robinson, who also hails 
from Scotland. "I raced against 
Carrie in Scotland," she said, 
"and she told me about the pro- 
gram." 
And she does not regret her 
decision. "I like the athletic pro- 
gram here," she said, "and I 
don't feel any pressure." 
During her first year at Clem- 
son,  Judith ran well,  but her 
career was interrupted when she 
ran into a fence post. But in 
January, with the injury healed, 
she began indoor track and was 
ready for another year. 
As a sophomore, Judith had a 
good, injury-free year. During 
the summer, she came in fifth in 
the 3000 meter race at the 
American Nationals in Houston, 
an honor that made her an All- 
American in track. 
This year seems to be going 
well also. Just two weeks ago, at 
the Georgia State University In- 
vitational, Judith finished sec- 
ond. She has more to accomplish, 
however, because she says she 
wants to break nine minutes in 
the 3000 meter event. 
Judith's talents are not limited 
to running—she is also a poet. 
She began writing two years 
ago. Last year, some of her 
poems were published in The 
Chronicle. 
■ "It's not so hard to write 
poetry when you are in college," 
she said. "I do it when I feel like 
it." 
Judith says her poetry is 
psychological. "I don't write 
about nature or anything," she 
said. "I write about my feelings 
and my reactions to events." 
She will not be able to publish 
in The Chronicle this year since it 
no longer exists, but she said 
Clemson still offers what she 
wants. "The English Depart- 
ment is very friendly, and they 
are always interested in what 
you do," she said. "I would like 
to write for The Caihoun Literary 
Review this year." 
All of this work sounds promis- 
ing, but Judith does not want a 
career as a writer, either. 
Of course, she will continue to 
write and will continue to run, 
but her major is psychology. She 
is interested in mental illness. 
"People are afraid of madness," 
she said. "I think it is interesting 
to understand why people be- 
have the way they do." 
Because of her interest in this 
field, Judith enjoys studying. "I 
like my subjects and the work 
connected with them," she said. 
When she is not studying, 
Judith reads or works out. She 
runs about 60 miles a week and 
lifts weights about five days a 
week. 
After graduation, Judith will 
probably stay in the United 
States for a while. She would like 
to work with the mentally dis- 
turbed in a hospital. 
She will also spend time work- 
ing on what she calls her "hob- 
bies:" running cross-country and 
writing poetry. Because she will 
have more time after graduation, 
she may write a few short stories. 
Whatever Judith decides to do, 
there is no doubt that she will 
have plenty of experience. From 
policewoman to librarian to run- 
ner, writer, and psychologist, she 
will eventually become a Judith 
of all trades. 
Lonely ?       Confused ? 
Write Sports 
for The Tiger 
Pic ti Pay Shoes® 
Fall color parity hose. 
3 pairs for $3.33 
a. Women's tricot lined sling pump. Reg. $14.97 
b. Women's soft classic pump. Reg. $15.97 
c. Women's two-button vamp pump. Tricot lined. Reg. $16.97 




Reg. $6.97 & $7.97 
123 Bypass • Clemson 




GROWTH IN LESS 
THAN 6 MONTHS. 
That's the tax-deferred growth in the unit value* of 
the Compass-ll High Yield Variable Account, a 
professionally managed portfolio of fixed-income 
securities, from its December 1,1982 inception through 
May 24,1983. 
Other investment options include a money market 
portfolio, a stock portfolio, and an account with safety 
of principal and interest guaranteed against loss. No 
sales charge is deducted from investments* * 
If you'd like to know more about how this 
innovative tax-deferred program can help you reach 
your long-term financial goals, call us or send us the 
coupon today. 
•Personal investment plans'unit value 12/6/82-SiO 000,5/24/83*512 679. 
Unit Value represents net amount available to investor after deduction of asset 
charge, management fees, reserves for any capital gains and other expenses. 
Past performance, of course, is no guarantee of future results. 
• 'Withdrawals of money which has been in the contract less than 5 years may be 
subject to a 5% charge See the prospectus for details 
GSMRaSS-I 
COMBINATION FIXED/VARIABLE ANNUITY FOR PERSONAL 
INVESTMENTS AND QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS 
Coordinated Financial Sales 
P.O. Box 188 
Clemson, S.C. 29631 
(803) 654-5043 
Please send me more complete information, including 
a prospectus, on the Compass-ll Annuity. This literature 
describes all charges and expenses and should be 
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The Tiger Picks 
Wendy (One-pager) White 
moved into first place this past 
week with a 6-4 record that put 
her two up on Jim (birthday boy) 
Gilstrap. 
Cindy (off to Tennessee) 
Powell, Tammie (I'm dying.) 
Carroll, and Drew (What's a Wof- 
ford?) Hyde are close behind. 
Bob (I'm running short this 
week.) Adams' 5-5 record last 
week moved him into a tie for 
fourth with Alan (Not even a 
damn personal) Cannon, who 
suffered a disastrous 3-7 week 
and fell from a tie for second. 
Stephen (Courier Service) 
Williams is one up on Pam (Cap- 
tive) Sheppard, while Karen 
(Filler Queen) Reynolds dropped 
to a .500 after a 4-6 week. 
Robert (We're in trouble.) 
Miller, Jan (chesty) Jordan, Roy 
(Spirit of '76 ) Irwin, and John 
(What's a convention?) Norton 
round out this group of grid 
genius. 
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS: 
USC, 38; Southern Cal, 14 
Maryland, 23; Virginia, 3 
West Virginia, 24; Pittsburgh, 21 
Auburn, 27; Florida State, 24 
Florida, 31; LSU, 17 
Southern Miss, 27; Mississippi, 7 
NC State, 38; Wake Forest, 15 
Brigham Young, 37; UCLA, 35 
Baylor, 42; Houston, 21 
Wofford, 14; Presbyterian, 7 
THE GAMES: 
Virginia (+24) at Clemson 
Notre Dame at South Carolina (+4.5) 
Oklahoma at Texas 
Alabama at Penn State 
Florida State at Pittsburgh 
Duke at Virginia Tech 
Auburn at Kentucky 
Baylor at SMU 
Vanderbilt at Florida 


























































































































































































MONDAY NIGHT - PIZZA BUFFET 
5:00-8:30 p.m. 
$3.75 with 34C soft drink or draft 
TUESDAYS-$1.50 OFF MEDIUM OR LARGE 
Eat in or carry out 
MON.. FRI.-11:30-1:30- 
Slices at Lunch $1.00 including soft drink 
ll:30-5:00-Happy Hour-25C Draft 
* Buy a pitcher of beer for $3.99 (Coke $2.99), keep pitcher and get free refills for 
a year with purchase of medium or large pizza 
* Delicious Pizza—Dough made fresh daily—generously topped with real cheese and 
your favorite toppings 
* Also serving sandwiches, quiche, salads & spuds 
University Square Mall-across from Littlejohn 
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Lady Tigers win two, lose one 
by Alan Cannon 
sports editor 
The Lady Tiger tennis team 
lost one match but won two in 
the Carolina Invitational held at 
USC this past weekend. Clemson 
opened the tournament with a 
4-5 loss to Duke Friday, but 
came back with a 5-4 win over 
Indiana Saturday and an 8-1 vic- 
tory over South Carolina Sunday. 
"When we played Duke," head 
coach Andy Johnston said, "they 
really came out after us. We were 
a little flat, but I have to give 
Duke credit for playing a tough 
match." 
In a rematch of last year's 
ACC championship, Clemson's 
number-one singles player Jane 
Forman lost to Duke's Susan 
Taylor, 7-5, 1-6, 4-6. In last 
year's ACC tournament, Forman 
won, 7-6, 6-1, 6-4. 
Mellisa Seigler won her 
number-two singles match with a 
6-2, 6-2 performance against 
Meagan Foster, and at number 
three, Lisa Bobby lost to Aubrey 
Solent 6-7, 5-7. 
At number four, Jody Trucks 
lost to Kirsten Loft 4-6, 0-6; at 
number five, Jane Neville de- 
feated Margaret Mayer, 6-2,6-1; 
and at number six, Lori Miller 
was beaten by Ruth Englander, 
6-3, 6-7, 6-3. 
After the first-round loss, the 
Lady Tigers, ranked seventh in 
the nation, were scheduled to 
meet lOth-ranked Indiana. 
Johnston said he worried about 
the match with the Lady 
Hoosiers, but Clemson bounced 
back from the Duke loss with a 
5-4 win. 
"The Indiana match could 
have been tragic," Johnston 
said. "If we had lost to Indiana, 
that would have really hurt our 
confidence." Forman, Seigler, 
Bobby, and Neville won then- 
respective singles matches, and 
Forman and Seigler teamed up at 
number-one doubles to clinch the 
victory. 
The Lady Tigers swept the 
doubles play in their match with 
cross-state rival South Carolina 
Sunday after winning five out of 
six singles matches for an 8-1 
win over the Lady Gamecocks. 
Next weekend, Johnston will 
take his players to the Inter- 
collegiate Tennis Coach's Asso- 
ciation's Ail-American tourna- 
ment in Myrtle Beach, where his 
Tigers will fight for berths in the 
finals of the ITCA competition. 
The Lady Tigers will also be in 
action again Nov. 3-6 when they 
travel to Miami, Fla., for the 
Miami Invitational. 
Sept. 29 through Oct. 6 
Volleyball 
Western Carolina d. Clemson 
8-15, 15-8, 15-3, 15-12, 15-11 
South Florida d. Clemson 12-15, 
15-4, 15-4, 15-12 
Mississippi d. Clemson 15-10, 
10-15, 15-6, 15-5 
Men's cross country 
at Virginia Invitational 
84 points for third-place finish 
Golf 
at Augusta College Invitational 
874 total for second-place finish 
Women's tennis 
at Columbia Invitational 
Clemson, 4; Duke, 5 
Clemson, 5; Indiana, 4 
Clemson, 8; South Carolina, 1 
Men's Tennis 
at Clemson Fall Classic 
21 points for second-place finish 
Soccer 
Clemson, 3; Connecticut^ 1 
Clemson, 3; Erskine, 0 
WHEN WILL JESUS RETURN? 
DON'T MISS THIS MESSAGE! 
IT COULD BE THE LAST TIME YOU HEAR IT 
THIS SUNDAY   11a.m. OCTOBER 9,1983        PASTOR HUGH McCOY 
C/"M3   AC INT T14C riAVC DFCADP TI-IP rUK Ao UN  1 rlC. UAYo DfcrUKE. lint 
FLOOD THEY WERE EATING AND 
DRINKING, MARRYING AND GIVING IN 
MARRIAGE, UNTIL THE DAY THAT 
NOAH ENTERED INTO THE ARK, AND 
KNEW NOT UNTIL THE FLOOD CAME 
AND TOOK THEM ALL AWAY; SO SHALL 
THE COMING OF THE SON OF MAN BE. 
MATT. 24:38, 39 
Therefore be ye also ready; for in such an 
hour as ye think not the son of man cometh. 
MATT. 24:44 
SURELY I COME QUICKLY 
REVELATION 22:20 
HOW TO BE SAVED 
1. FACT OF SIN: Romans 3:23 
2. PENALTY OF SIN: Romans 
6:23 
3 PENALTY MUST BE PAID: 
Romans 5:12, Hebrews 9:27 
4 PENALTY ALREADY PAID 
BY CHRIST: Romans 5:8, 
I Peter 3:18 
5 ONE MUST PERSONALLY 
ACCEPT CHRIST: John 
1:12, 3:16, 14:6, Acts 4:12 
6 CHRIST MUST BE 
ACCEPTED NOW: 
II Corinthians 6:2, Isaiah 55:6, 7 
THIS KNOW ALSO, THAT IN THE LAST 
DAYS PERILOUS TIMES SHALL COME. 
FOR MEN SHALL BE LOVERS OF THEIR 
OWNSELVES, COVETOUS, BOASTERS, 
PROUD, BLASPHEMERS, DISOBEDIENT 
TO PARENTS, UNTHANKFUL, UNHOLY, 
WITHOUT NATURAL AFFECTION, TRUCE- 
BREAKERS, FALSE ACCUSERS, IN- 
CONTINENT, FIERCE, DESPISERS OF 
THOSE THAT ARE GOOD, TRAITORS, 
HEADY, HIGHMINDED, LOVERS OF 
PLEASURES MORE THAN LOVERS OF 
GOD; 
So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these 
things, know that it is near, even at the door. 
MATT. 24:33 
THE RETURN OF JESUS CHRIST IS IMMINENT 
WE INVITE YOU TO COME AND HEAR PASTOR McCOY PREACH THIS SPIRIT- FILLED MESSAGE 
JESUS CHRIST IS LORD 
AND HE IS COMING BACK SOON! BE YE READY! 
og^* The James Dobson Film Series 
FOCUS on the FAMILY 
STARTING Sunday, Oct. 9, 6 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Oct. 12, 19, 26-Nov. 2, 9, 16 





PENDLETON RD., CLEMSON 
HUGH McCOY, PASTOR-654-6427 
DO YOU NEED SPIRITUAL HELP? 
We can show you how to trust Christ. 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE A VISIT 
FROM ONE OF OUR TEAMS? 
CALL 654-6427 
WE ARE CONCERNED 
ABOUT YOU! 
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Trailing the Tiger 
Soccer team deserves more fan support 
By Alan Cannon 
sports editor    ,. 
I'd like to talk to you about 
your plans for next weekend. 
Next weekend should be pretty 
wide open for almost everyone on 
campus. All the fuss and fury 
surrounding Homecoming will be 
over, and the hustle and bustle of 
the football season will be in 
Durham, as the Tigers will take 
on the Duke Blue Devils. 
The displays out on Bowman 
Field will have gone, all of them 
off to that great quagmire in the 
sky. 
There won't be many parties 
scheduled for next weekend 
either since celebrations of the 
fall usually center around the 
Clemson football team and its 
home games. 
You've probably already made 
plans to sit at home listening to 
the Tigers on the radio as they 
whip up on another "unofficial" 
ACC opponent. A trip downtown 
Saturday night may be on your 
agenda, as is that book on your 
reading list you haven't gotten 
around to yet. 
But I'm going to ask you to 
sacrifice your Friday night and 
Sunday afternoon for a very good 
cause. The worthy recipient of 
such noble sacrifices? The soccer 
team—what else? 
The Tiger booters will be 
hosting the 10th annual Clemson 
Invitational next weekend, and 
the tournament will feature two 
of the nation's best teams, Clem- 
son and South Florida. 
But that's not really the thing 
about this tournament that 
should draw you in for a look. 
Clemson is 9-0-1 overall and is 
currently ranked second in the 
nation, but that's not the main 
reason you should go watch this 
event either 
You should go see this soccer 
tournament because it's there. 
If you were at most other 
universities, you probably 
wouldn't be given the opportunity 
to see so many quality teams 
playing in one weekend. 
And since very few of us 
students have decided to give the 
soccer team our support, next 
weekend would be the perfect 
time to make up for our short- 
comings. 
It shouldn't be all that difficult 
for a bunch of sports-crazy Clem- 
son fans to rally around any 
Clemson team, whether its area 
of expertise is American football 
or international football—soccer. 
And when the Tiger football 
team that specializes in 
American football will be on the 
road and the team that plays in- 
ternational football will be at 
home hosting one of the most 
prestigious soccer tournaments 
in the Southeast, it should be 
even easier to build up a large 
following. 
It just seems to me that if ap- 
proximately 10,000 students can 
contribute as much as they do to 
a football game in the Valley, at 
least a couple of thousand ought 
to be able to find the time to go to 
Riggs Field Friday night and 
make a little noise for Coach I.M. 
Ibrahim's boys. 
Going to a soccer game isn't all 
that painful, is it? After all, the 
athletic department makes it 
pretty easy for a student to get 
into a soccer game. 
You don't have to wait in line 
for a ticket, and plenty of good 
seats are always on hand. And if 
you don't like the clanking of 
those damnable cowbells behind 
the Clemson bench, the stands on 
the opposite side of the field will 
hold many bell haters just like 
you. 
And besides, soccer is a very 
exciting game, especially when 
it's played the way Clemson 
plays it. Ibrahim teaches a brand 
of soccer superior to almost 
every other style used in college 
today. 
If you don't know all that 
much about soccer, I'll even give 
you a quickie course in what to 
look for at a Clemson game. 
The most outstanding aspect 
of this year's team is its defense. 
Watch other opponents struggle 
to get the ball close to the goal. 
You'll notice that when 
Clemson's opponent does get the 
ball close, the Tiger defense just 
gets tighter and tighter, and a 
goal becomes more and more dif- 
ficult to make. 
When the Tigers are on the at- 
tack, watch for the way the Clem- 
son strikers—those players who 
act as the spearheads of the of- 
fensive attack—overlap in front 
Junior strike Chuck Nash goes up for a header during a re- 
cent Clemson soccer contest. 
of the goal as they close in, con- 
fusing the opposition's goalie 
and setting up many scoring op- 
portunities. 
The reason I'm telling you all 
this and imploring your to go see 
the Clemson team next weekend 
is because I think you might en- 
joy college soccer if you give 
yourselves the chance. 
But the main reason I want to 
see all of you out there when 
Clemson takes the field Friday 
night is because the Tigers have 
earned your support. 
They deserve better than 
you've given them. 
OPEN ALL NIGHT 
THIS 
FRIDAY 
OCTOBER 7, 1983 
Sandwiches & Salads 
